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TOWN OFFICERS & BOARD MEMBERS

SELECTMEN:

Merton "Mert" Mann

Term ending 2001
Term ending 2002
Term ending 2003

John "J.R." Swindlehurst
Charles "Chuck" Graybill
Janice

J.

Jelley,

TAX COLLECTOR:
DEPUTY TAX COLLECTOR:

Martha Rae

TOWN CLERK:
DEPUTY TOWN CLERKS:

Linda L. Peters

Town

Administrator

Term ending 2001
Term ending 2001

Irene Thalheimer

Term ending 2003
Term ending 2003
Term ending 2003

Karen Meehan
Irene Thalheimer

TOWN TREASURER:
DEPUTY TOWN TREASURER:

Term ending 2002
Term ending 2002

Pamela Milioto
Janice Jelley

BUILDING INSPECTOR:
ASSISTANT BUILDING INSPECTOR:

Simard

Term ending 2003
Term ending 2001
Term ending 2001

Mullen

Term ending 2002

Bruce Vaal

Raymond

J.

John Turner

TOWN MODERATOR:

Frederick

SUPERVISORS OF THE CHECKLIST:

Phyllis Biron
Patricia

J.

Term ending 2002
Term ending 2004
Term ending 2006

Mann, Chair

Sandra Lekebusch

CHIEF OF POLICE:
POLICE OFFICERS:

Donald Andrews
Donald Andrews
Rene Forcier
Ernest

Holm

(retired)

(resigned)

Timothy Locke (resigned)

(retired)

Joseph Milioto
Patrick Payette (resigned)

John R. Swindlehurst

FIRE CHIEF:
DEPUTY FIRE CHIEF:

Jonathan M. Wiggin

FOREST FIRE WARDEN:

John R. Swindlehurst

ROAD AGENT:

Jan Van deBogart, Sr

LIBRARY DIRECTOR:

Andrea Douglas
Nancy Lang

LIBRARIAN:

LIBRARY TRUSTEES:

Term ending
Term ending

Louis Marcou

Karen A. Harrington
H. Gary Maccubbin

Nancie Stone, Chair

Ann Dulude
David Foster

II

Scott Wilson

III

9/01
9/01

Term ending 12/00
Term ending 2002

Term
Term
Term
Term
Term

ending 2001
ending 2002
ending 2002
ending 2003
ending 2003

1
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TOWN OFFICERS & BOARD MEMBERS

ETHICS COMMITTEE:

Established

at

Town Meeting March, 2000

Terms expire March, 2001

David Deveau

Scott Ives

Thomas England
Ernest Holm

Jeffrey Spill

Nicholas Holmes, Chair

Brett St. Clair, Alternate

Gaylc Troy

OVERSEER OF WELFARE:

Brian Little

HEALTH OFFICER:

John R. Swindlehurst

Term ending 2001
II

Term Ending

4/01

EMERGENCY MANAGEMENT
DIRECTOR:

Jonathan M. Wiggin

BOARD OF ASSESSORS:

John Herlihy

Timothy R. Terragni
Brian Little

CEMETERY TRUSTEES:

Alfons Vaal

John Thalheimer
Terry R. Jelley

TRUSTEES OF TRUST FUNDS:

William "Bill" Jenkins

Norman

I.

Midgley, Chair

Steven Mullen

PLANNING BOARD:

Charles Graybill, Selectmen Rep.

Robert E. Perry
Charles Frost, Alternate

Greta Brandt

George Holt
James Marcou, Chair
Kenneth Swayze
Alison Vallieres, Secretary
Carter Higginbotham, Alternate

ZONING BOARD OF ADJUSTMENT:

Alison Vallieres, Secretary

David Nault, Alternate
Gertrude Dulude
Terrell Swain, Chair

John Van Loendersloot, Alternate
John Herlihy
John Trottier
Scott Ives, Alternate

Term ending 2001

Term ending 2001
Term ending 2002
Term ending 2003
Term ending 2001
Term ending 2002
Term ending 2003

Term ending 2001
Term ending 2002
Term ending 2003

Term
Term
Term
Term
Term
Term
Term
Term
Term

ending 200

Term
Term
Term
Term
Term
Term
Term
Term

ending 2001

ending 2001
ending 200
ending 2002
ending 2002
ending 2002
ending 2003
ending 2003
ending 2003

ending 2001
ending 2002

ending 2002
ending 2002
ending 2003
ending 2003
ending 2003

Town
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TOWN OFFICERS & BOARD MEMBERS

WASTE MANAGEMENT COMMITTEE:
Established

by Selectmen
April 1997

of Dunbarton Annual Report

Emily Eggens

1
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TOWN OFFICERS & BOARD MEMBERS]

HIGHWAY SAFETY COMMITTEE:

Established by Selectmen

Donald Andrews

March 1997

Terms expire 2001

Jan Van de Bogart, Sr

Ernest Holm, Chair

MEETINGHOUSE COMMON COMMITTEE:
Deborah

E.

Est.

by Selectmen June

Auger

5,

Frederick

Lois Hollow

2000 Terms expire March 2001

J.

Mullen

Harlan Noyes

Merton Mann

OLD HOME DAY COMMITTEE:

Established by Selectmen

May

1996

Nancy Lang

John Thalheimer

Karen Lessard

Alfons Vaal

William Sherman

Pat Whittier

HISTORICAL AWARENESS

Henry

COMMITTEE:

Betty

Bumham
Ann Noyes, Chair

Priscilla Reinertsen

Pandora Martel
Harlan A. Noyes

Gertrude Dulude

RECREATION COMMISSION:

Bronda Crosby
William Ruwell, Chair

Established by Selectmen

Jacques Belanger, Secretary

November 1989

Peter Weeks, Treasurer

Joyce Etheredge
Christine Ruwell

HOG REEVES:

Sandra and Terry Johnson

Donna and Brian Nault

Terms expire 2001

Term
Term
Term
Term
Term
Term

ending 2001

Term
Term
Term
Term
Term
Term

ending 2001

ending 200
ending 2001
ending 2002
ending 2002

ending 2003

ending 2001
ending 2002
ending 2002
ending 2003
ending 2003

Term ending 2001
Term ending 2001

TECHNOLOGY COMMITTEE:

Established by Selectmen

SPACE NEEDS COMMITTEE:

Established by Selectmen June 1996; discontinued September 1998

November

1996; discontinued

November 1998

.

Town

SELECTMEN'S MESSAGE
Many

important issues impacted Dunbarton this past year.

wide range of topics discussed. However, one
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-

review of the Selectmen's minutes clearly

topic, the Police

illustrates the

Department, dominated our deliberations more than any

other and in the end has resulted in a positive resolution to several years of uncertainty.

The

retirement of Chief

Don Andrews

after

25 years of dedicated service

to the

town and subsequent vacancies

ranks of part-time police officers, prompted the formation of a Police Chief Search Committee.
Graybill and

R. Swindlehurst,

J.

who were joined by

in the

Selectmen Chuck

several law enforcement professionals from Dunbarton, led this

committee.

Months of work by
reviewing

many

was selected

this

committee, led to the unanimous decision to make the Police Chief's position full-time. After

applications and conducting extensive interviews, Goffstown Sgt. Jeff Nelson, a Dunbarton resident,

March

as our first full-time Police Chief, effective

As we entered

the

new millennium,

the fate of our attempts

unique to Dunbarton had not yet been realized. However,

and a representative from the U.
Selectmen wish
Actions taken

to

at the

of additional land

who

Town Meeting

at

helped make

.

2001
that of

many of our

new

this possible.

resulted in the replacement of the cab and chassis of Fire Tanker #2, the purcha.se

furnace in the

Town

Hall,

The

the

We

have contributed to the quality of

express our gratitude to

Club's efforts to restore the

Committee's work,

all that

Town Common,

to all the volunteer

town portion of the

to the Fire

Town

Office

and the establishment of an Ethics Guideline Committee.

These actions were completed without impacting
like to

Code

1",

Kimball Pond by the Conservation Commission, funds to assess and repair the

Building, installation of a

would

residents to secure a Zip

ceremony on May

Congressman Charlie Bass
unveiled Dunbarton's new Zip Code
03046. The

at a special

S. Postal .service officially

thank everyone

1

and

tax rate.

tax rate

life in

remained

at

Department's annual chicken barbecue, to the Old

members of town committees, and

to all

$2.81.

our town. From the Garden

town personnel and elected

Home Day

officials,

we

cannot thank you enough for your contributions to our town.

The Board of Selectmen look forward

to

working with everyone

in

our efforts

to responsively

Respectfully submitted,

Mert Mann, Chairman
John R. Swindlehurst,

Chuck Graybill

III

guide Dunbarton's future.
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14,

TOWN MEETING

2000

checklist was posted and the meeting called to order by Moderator Fred Mullen. A motion to
waive the reading of the body of the warrant passed. The absentee ballots would be cast at 1 :00 PM.

The
The

polls

opened

at

7:58

AM.

The business portion of the meeting opened at 7: 15 PM. The Girl Scouts led the Pledge of Allegiance.
The town officers were introduced. It was noted that the Town Report was dedicated to Simon Audet
in recognition of his years of service to the Town. The rules of the evening were announced. The
warrant was read.

ARTICLE

The following were elected

I

to office at

open meeting:

Overseer of Welfare:

Brian Little

Hog

Sandra and Terry Johnson

Reeves:

Donna and Brian Nault
Moderator Fred Mullen swore Sandra and Terry Johnson

into office.

ARTICLE II

Are you in favor of the adoption of the Floodplain Development Ordinance as proposed
by the Dunbarton Planning Board? The regulations in this ordinance shall overlay and supplement the
regulations in the Town of Dunbarton Zoning Ordinance, and shall be considered part of the Zoning
Ordinance for purposes of administration and appeals under

ARTICLE
Board

(By Official Ballot)
YES: 333 NO: 92

state law.

Are you in favor of the adoption of Amendment No. 1 as proposed by the Planning
Dunbarton Zoning Ordinance as follows: Include in the definition of building under
page 3 the phrase: Building - Any structure larger than 100 square feet built for the shelter,
III

for the

Article 2,

housing or enclosure of persons, animals, chattels, property, or materials of any kind. Such "building"
includes open porches and decks, open breezeways and any other roofed areas. (By Official Ballot)

YES: 234 NO: 196

ARTICLE rV

Are you

in favor

of the adoption of

Amendment No. 2 as proposed by the Dunbarton
Add to Article 8, B #4, page 38

Planning Board for the Dunbarton Zoning Ordinance as follows:

Exemptions:

No building

thousand dollars ($1,000)

permit shall be required under
in

this

value or for structures with a

Ordinance for work

maximum 100 square

is

less than
less.

one

(By

YES: 352 NO: 84

Official Ballot)

ARTICLE V

that

footaee or

Are you in favor of the adoption of

Amendment No.

Planning Board for the Dunbarton Zoning Ordinance as follows:

3 as proposed

Add

by the Dunbarton
B #5, page 38

to Article 8,

Any work for which a building permit has been issued shall commence within
months from the date of issuance or such permit shall be considered null and void. Any work not
completed within twelve (12) months of issuance of a permit requires a renewal permit without fee. (By
YES: 318 NO: 119
Official Ballot)
Statute of Limitations:
six (6)

Town
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ARTICLE

VI Are you

TOWN MEETING

favor of the adoption of

in

of Dunbarton Annual Report

Amendment No. 4

as proposed

by the Dunbarton

Change Article 4, B Dimensional
Regulations (for well setback) from 25 feet to 75 feet to generally comply with ENV WS-1008
Administrative Rule adopted under RSA 485A:30-b. (By Official Ballot)
YES: 292 NO: 133
Planning Board for the Dunbarton Zoning Ordinance as follows:

ARTICLE
money
same

as

in

The following motion made by Mert Mann PASSED: To raise such sums of
make appropriations of the

VII

may

be necessary to defray town charges for the ensuing year and

amounts

as follows:

Executive

70,704

$

Elections, Reg.

&

24,550

Vital Stats

Financial Administration Audit

51,719

Audit

3,450

Assessor

15,840

Legal Expenses

15,000

Personnel Administration

57,010

Planning

& Zoning

5,000

General Government Bldgs

50,355

Cemeteries

9,050

Insurance

19,099

Police

97,269

Fire

43,123

Building Inspection

16,574

Emergency management
Highway Department
Solid Waste Exp.

&

800
385,445

Disposal

1

14,066

Pest Control

1,925

Public Health

2,976

Welfare

7,500

Parks

Old

& Recreation

6,725

Home Day / Memorial Day

5,000

55,377

Library

Conservation Commission

565
$ 1,059,122

ARTICLE

VIII

surplus the

sum

adopted
in the

at the

The motion by Mert Mann
of

1997

year 1999.

ARTICLE

$30,768 to be placed

Town

The

in the

to see if the

Town

Conservation Fund

will vote to appropriate
in

from

accordance with Article 17

Meeting. This amount being one half of the current use penalties collected

article

PASSED.

IX The motion by Brett St. Clair to see if the Town will vote to appropriate from the Town
Conservation Fund the sum of $90,000 to be used for the purchase of the New Greenton Properties lots
at Kimball Pond (lots C5-0 1-10, C5-03-02 and D5-0 1-01), to be added to the Kimball Pond Conservation
Area PASSED.

Town
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ARTICLE X
the

sum of $

The motion by Jonathan Wiggin

1

to see if the

Town will

vote to appropriate from surplus

10.000 to replace the cab and chassis on Fire Tanker #2 and to remove and remount the

pump from

tank and

TOWN MEETING

the old truck to the

new

truck

PASSED.

ARTICLE XI

The motion by William Nichols to see if the Town will vote to appropriate from surplus
sum of $ 30,000 for the repairs to the Town Office building. This will be a non-lapsing appropriation
per RSA 32:7, VI and will not lapse until the repairs are completed or by December 3 2003, whichever
is sooner PASSED.
the

1

ARTICLE XII

The motion by

Selectmen to withdraw $ 33,009.66 plus

Fund created
purchase

J.R. Swindlehurst III to see if the
interest

being part or

ARTICLE XIII

all

of

lot

Town

use and to further authorize the Selectmen to

E3-02-19 PASSED.

The motion by William Nichols

Board of Selectmen as agents
Repair Fund established

to

at the

to see if the

expend from the expendable general

1997

will authorize the

earned to time of withdrawal froin the Capital Reserve

for the purchase of land for future

this land,

Town

,

Town

trust

will vote to appoint the

fund

known

as the Building

Town Meeting PASSED.

ARTICLE XIV

The motion by J. R. Swindlehurst III to see if the Town will vote to raise and
sum of $ 552.17 to be used as determined by the Town Forest Committee; the same to
be withdrawn from the Winlsow Town Forest Fund PASSED.

appropriate the

ARTICLE XV The motion by Mert Mann to see if the Town will accept the reports of agents, auditors,
committees and other officers heretofore chosen as printed
omissions

in the

Town Report

subject to errors and

PASSED.

ARTICLE XVI
to the

(To transact any other business that

may

legally

come

The motion by Scott Ives that the Town of Dunbarton supports
New Hampshire Constitution PASSED. The motion reads:

before this meeting):
a

home

rule

amendment

Whereas, the only existing home rule in New Hampshire is the ability to choose the
form of government at the local level; and/ Whereas, municipal home rule is needed to avoid
the lengthy and costly process of requesting state permission for action which is truly "local in
nature; and / Whereas, the true municipality can act in tending to its affairs; and / Whereas, a
home rule amendment to the New Hampshire constitution would create greater flexibility by
to determine their own affairs; / Now therefore be it resolved, that the
Town of Dunbarton, by it's Board of Selectmen/Council does hereby support a home rule
amendment to the New Hampshire Constitution and encourages its citizens to vote yes on Ballot
Question #/ in November 2000.

town meeting voters

Joy
suit filed

Hammond made

a motion to see

if

the

Town

will

withdraw

their defense

by Officer Timothy Locke. Moderator Fred Mullen informed her that

matter and cannot be discussed

at this

meeting.

this is a

from the

personnel

Town
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TOWN MEETING

Bruce Mathews congratulated Dunbarton resident Michaela Blanchette for being granted
citizenship to the United States and

"coming

Michaela received a standing

right in to vote".

ovation.

ARTICLE XVI

(continued) The motion by Scott Ives that the Board of Selectmen
members of the community to create a Code of Ethics which shall apply to all
elected and appointed officials of the town of Dunbarton; said Code of Ethics to be presented
for adoption at the 2001 Town Meeting. The motion PASSED.
appoint seven (7)

Mert Mann thanked Ray Simard

for his service as Building Inspector

and William Nichols

for his service as Selectman.

Sue Nichols thanked Townspeople

for their support of

Tim Locke.

Al Statuto spoke regarding the upcoming Census 2000.
Goffstown's Zip Code there

is

Because Dunbarton uses

concern that the population of Dunbarton will not be credited to

the correct county. [Dunbarton

is in

Merrimack County; Goffstown

is

in

Hillsborough County.]

Moderator Fred Mullen informed residents of the address and telephone number of the Census

Bureau so

The

polls

that residents could call

were closed

at

8:45

and have

their information corrected.

PM. The meeting adjourned

at

8:46

PM.

Town
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TOWN MEETING
MARCH

THE RESULTS OF VOTING
Number of Ballots Cast:
Names on the Checklist:

14.

2000

453
,599

For Selectman for Three Years

One

Vote for

"Chuck" Graybill
Deborah Lynch
For

Town

339
103

Clerk for Three Years

One

Vote for

Linda Peters

426

For Library Trustee for Three Years

Two
Ann Dulude.

359

David Foster

285

Vote for

For Trustee of Trust Funds for Three Years

One

Vote for

Steven Mullen

414

For Cemetery Trustee for Three Years

One

Vote for

Terry R. Jelley

For Board of Assessors for

Two

415

Years

One

Vote for

"Tim'" Terragni

398

For Board of Assessors for Three Years
Vote for

For Moderator for

One

Scott Ives

168

Brian Little

266

Two

Years

Vote for

One

Fred

J.

422

Mullen

For Supervisor of the Checklist for Six Years
Vote for

One

Sandra Lekebusch

Linda

516
L. Peters,

Town

Clerk

.
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TOWN WARRANT

-

2000

THE STATE OF NEW HAMPSHIRE TO THE INHABITANTS OF THE TOWN OF
DUNBARTON IN THE COUNTY OF MERRIMACK IN SAID STATE, QUALIFIED TO VOTE
IN TOWN AFFAIRS. THE POLLS WFTH BE OPEN MARCH 13,2001 FROM 8:00 AM TO 7:00
PM OR UNTIL SUCH HOUR AS THE MODERATOR SHALL DETERMINE.
You are hereby notified to meet at the Dunbarton Community Center in said Dunbarton on
Tuesday the Thirteenth day of March next at eight of the clock in the forenoon, and cast ballots
from that hour until at least seven o'clock in the evening of said day for such town officers and
school officers, as they may be listed on the ballots.
You
to act

are also notified to meet at the

upon the following

To choose

1

2.

To

raise

all

same place

at

seven o'clock

in the

evening of the same day

subjects:

necessary town officers for the ensuing year.

such sums of money as

may be

and make appropriations of the same

in

necessary to defray town charges for the ensuing year

amounts as follows:
$76,547

Executive
Elections, Registration

&

Vital Stats

Financial Administration

Audit
Assessor
Legal Expenses
Personnel Administration
Planning & Zoning
General Government Buildings

Cemeteries

23,201

49,794
4,500
15,340
25,175
66,087
5,350
45,670
9,740
19,021
111,806

Insurance
Police
Fire

Building Inspection

Emergency Management
Highway Department
Solid Waste Expenses & Disposal

49,708
23,700
800
384,180
124,594

Pest Control

2,375

Home

1,576

Nursing Services
Community Action Program
Welfare
Parks & Recreation

1,539

7,500
6,725
4,000

Old Home Day
Memorial Day

500
57,730
565

Library

Conservation Commission

$1,117,723

The Selectmen recommend passage of

this article.

.

Town
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TOWN WARRANT
3.

To

see

town

the

if

will vote to appropriate

-

2000

from surplus the sum of $25,000

Dunbarton Tax Maps. The Selectmen recommend the passage of

4.

To

see

town

the

if

will vote to appropriate

and body on Fire Tanker #1

5.

To

see

if

the

town

see

the

if

town

7.

8.

from surplus the sum of $15,000 for the costs relating
Hall Buildings and to establish a committee for

will vote to appropriate

for the Transfer Station.

to replace the tank

the passage of this article.

Town Office/Town

The Selectmen recommend passage of this

this purpose.

To

from surplus the sum of $60,000

The Selectmen recommend

will vote to appropriate

to the consolidation of the

6.

.

to update the

this article.

article.

from surplus the sum of $10,000 for

The Selectmen recommend

a

second baler

the passage of this article.

see if the town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of $ 688.44 to be used as determined
by the Town Forest Committee; the same to be withdrawn from the Winslow Town Forest
Fund. The Selectmen recommend passage of this article. The Selectmen recommend passage

To

of this

article.

To

if

see

the

will vote to establish a non-lapsing special revenue fund for the purpose of

town

Equipment replacement from money collected from reimbursement of
ambulance services. The Selectmen recommend passage of this article.

Fire Department

9.

To

see

the

if

town

will vote to adopt the

Code of Ethics proposed by

the Ethics

code establishes guidelines for the ethical standards of conduct for town

and employees, and establishes an elected Ethics Committee
of the code. The Selectmen recommend passage of this

10.

To

see

if

the

town

will vote to

approve

in

Property,

known

board members

to resolve complaints of violations

article.

concept the protection of 664 acres surrounding the

Kimball Pond Conservation Area. Funds used

Fund and other non-Town

Committee. The

officials,

shall

grants and donations that

come from the existing Town Conservation
may become available. Protection for this

as the Nassikas property (lots C5-01-04, C5-02-01,

C6-01-05 and D5-01-05),

by outright purchase of the property and/or purchase of a conservation easement.
Protection will ensure that the Property is maintained as permanent open space and managed in

will be

way consistent with the Kimball Pond Conservation Area Management Plan now
The Selectmen recommend passage of this article.
a

1 1

To

see

if

the

town

will vote to discontinue

and abandon a portion of Devil's Step Road, being a
3 where the northeast corner of the Dearborn

four rod road, beginning on the west side of Route

property (lot #13-

1

-

1

2)

1

and the southeast comer of the Allen property

(lot

#13- 1-14) abut Devil's

Dearbom property across
The Selectmen recommend passage of this article.

Step Road, westerly to the northwest comer of the
to the Allen property.

in effect.

Devil's Step

Road

Town
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To see if the town will vote to discontinue and abandon a portion of Old Route 13 beginning
where the southeast corner of the Sowle property (lot #G3-l-2) and the southwest comer of the
Michaels property (lot #G3-2- ) abut Old Route 3, northeasterly to the New Hampshire Highway
Department Bound where it meets New Route 3. The Selectmen recommend passage of this
1

1

1

article.

13.

To hear

the reports of agents, auditors, committees, and other officers heretofore chosen and

pass any vote relating thereto.

14.

To

transact

any other business

that

may

legally

come

before this meeting.

Town
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Budget

Town/City of

Dunbarton

Town

Budget

-

Town/City of

Dunbarton

Appropriihoiu

PURPOSE OF APPROPRIATIONS
Acct.#

uj:

(RSAi2:3.V)

SANITATION

WARR.
ART*

Prior

YtirAi

Approved by

DRA

cont.

WATER DISTRIBUTION & TREATMENT
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Actual

APPROPRUTIONS APPROPRUTIONS

Expcndinim

ENSUING FV

ENSUING FY

Prior Yeir

(RECOMMENDEDl

fNOT RICOMME.VDEDV

xxxxxxxxx

xxxxxxxxx

xxxxxxxxx

xxxxxxxxx

xxxxxxxxx
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PURPOSE OF APPROPRIATIONS
AccL#
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DEBT SERVICE
ilothT D«bt 3«vi

WARR.
ART.*

(RSA3::3,VT

cont.

Expcnditum
Kpprovfd by

DRA

Pnor Vcir

xxxxxxxxx

APPROPRIATIONS APPROPRUTIONS
ENSUING FY
ENSUING Fi
(RECOMMENDED)

{NOT RECOMMENDED)

Town
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Dunbarton

•SPECIAL

^rARRANT

ARTICLES"

[
Spaclal warrant articles «r* daflnad In RSA 32:3, VI, ai appropriations
ralsad by bonds or notas;
trust funds;

1

4)

3)

1)

in pacitionad warrant, articlaa:

2)

appropriations

appropriation to a aaparata fund craatad pursuant to law, such as capital rasarva funds or

an appropriation dasignatad on tha warrant as a spaclal artlcla or as a nonlapiing

Town
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Town/City of

SOIRCEOFREVENIE

WARR.
ART*

Eslimactd Revenues

Rrvtnu

Prior Year

Prior V(

xxxxxxxxx

UCENSES, PER>iITS f FEES

xxxxxxxxx

ESTIMATED
REVENUES
ENSl'tNG

YEAR

xxxxxxxxx
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Tovwn/City of

Actual

SOURCE OF RE\EM1E
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COMPARATIVE STATEMENT OF
ESTIMATED AND ACTUAL REVENUES
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COMPARATIVE STATEMENT OF
APPROPRIATIONS AND EXPENDITURES
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2000

TAX RATE

FORMULATION OF 2000 TAX RATE
Town

Portion

Appropriation

1,353,452

Revenues

Less;

Less: Shared

(973,239)

Revenue

(5,993)

Add: Overlay

War

6.651

Service Credits

14.500

Net Town Appropriation

Approved Town/City Tax

Effort

$

395,371

Municipal Tax Rate

$

2.81

School Portion

Due

to

Local School

$

2,651,857

Adequate Education Grant

Less:

(500,023)

Less: State Education Taxes

(745.143)

Approved School Tax Effort
Local Education Tax Rate

$ 1,406,691

$

9.99

State Education Taxes

Equalized Valuation (no

utilites)

x $6.60

112,900,457

745,143

Divide by Local Assessed Valuation (no

utilities)

126.932.850

$

5.87

County Portion
Due

to

County
Revenue

296,568

$

Less: Shared

Approved County Tax
Country Tax Rate

(2.017)

Effort

Combined Tax Rate
Total Property Taxes Asses.sed:
Less:

War

$

2.09

$

20.76

$ 2,841,756

(14.500)

Service Credits
Total Property Tax

Commitment

$ 2.827.256

Proof of Rate

Net
State Education

All Other Taxes

Valuation

Tax

Tax Rate
5.87

$

126,932,850

$

$

140,809,900

$ 14,89

$

745,143

$2.096.613

$2,841,756

Town
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INVENTORY OF TOWN PROPERTY
SCHUDULE OF TOWN PROPERTY AS OF DECEMBER
Town

Hall,

Land

&

Library/Furniture,

31

,

2000

Buildings

$388,000

Equipment

& Books

250,000

Land & Buildings
Furniture & Equipment
Police Department, Equipment
Fire & Police Department, Land & Buildings
Fire Department Equipment
Highway Department, Land & Buildings
Equipment

Town

Office Bldg.,

130,000

75,000

59,000

306,860

445,000
133,600

135,000

Materials and Supplies

School, Land

16,000

& Buildings

2,007,600

Equipment

550,000

Transfer Station/Recycling Center. Bldg.

&

Equipment

78,000

LANDS AND BUILDINGS ACQUIRED TAX COLLECTOR'S DEEDS
-

C5-l-7,C5-l-8

15.5 acres

13-3-16

13.0 acres

8,600

14-1-33

5.0 acres

5,400

A2-1-2

4.8 acres

E5-1-7

4.4 acres

950
900

19.0 acres

15,000

C5-2-3
C5-2-5

10,400

6,250

7.8 acres

All other Property and equipment

Town

Forest,

Kuncanowet,

&

Conservation Commission

1,916,500

138.700

Historical Society

TOTAL

$

6.676.760

SUMMARY INVENTORY OF TAXABLE VALUATION FOR THE YEAR 1999
Land Improved

&

Unimproved

$48,665,500
79,111,600

Buildings

13,877,050

Public Utilities

TOTAL VALUATION BEFORE EXEMPTIONS
Less Exemptions to Certain Elderly

NET VALUATION ON WHICH TAX RATE

$141,654,150
844,250

IS

COMPUTED

$140.809.900

Town
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BALANCE SHEET

ASSETS
CASH AVAILABLE FOR CURRENT EXPENSES:
Custody of Treasurer,

1

2/3 1 /2000

Conservation Commission Funds, 12/31/2000
Petty

Cash

CAPITAL RESERVE FUNDS IN CUSTODY OF
TRUSTEES OF TRUST FUNDS:
Capital Reserve:Bldg. Repair
Capital Reserve:

Winslow Town

Land Purchase

Forest

Cemetery-Perpetual Care

Cemetery-Maintenance Care

OTHER ACCOUNTS DUE TOWN:
Open Receivables
Cemetery Care
Due from other funds
Uncollected Taxes

Unredeemed Taxes
Tax deeded property

TOTAL ASSETS
LIABILITIES:
LIABILITIES

OWED BY THE TOWN:

Reserved for Encumbrances
Deferred Revenue

Due

to

School District

OTHER LIABILITIES:
Unexpended Capital Reserve & Trust Funds
Unexpended Conservation Commission Funds

TOTAL LIABILITIES

(Before Surplus)

SURPLUS

TOTAL LIABILITIES AND SURPLUS

Town
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SUMMARY OF THE TREASURER'S ACCOUNTS
Fiscal Year

Ended December

3

1

,

2000

TOWN OF DUNBARTON
Cash on Deposit December 31,1 999

$

1,097,491.62

Receipts 1/1/00 to 12/31/00

$

3,513,417.70

$

33,816.52

Interest

on Investments

$

Total

Disbursements 1/1/00

to 12/31/00

Cash on Hand December

3

,

1

2000

::(:**:(:************************* ******************:)

4,644,725.84

$

(3,567,846.59)

$

1,076,879.25

c*****:):****^

CONSERVATION COMMISSION
Balance as of December 31, 1999
Interest

36,942.75
2,595.09

Revenue

Current Use Penalties Received

41,518.00

Donations

81,874.08
(2,757.00)

Less Professional Services

(90,022.33)

Less Land Purchase

Balance as of December 3 1 2000

70,150.59

,

Respectfully submitted,

Pamela Milioto

Town Treasurer

Town
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REPORT OF THE TOWN CLERK
Motor Vehicle Permits issued
Municipal Agent Fees

-

2000

(3.1 14 issued)

$ 337.574.00
6.215.00

Certificate of Title Application Fees

Dog

1

.064.00

Licenses:

Tags issued (572issued)

3,852.50

Late Payment Fines

347.00

Civil Forfeitures (46 issued)

Dog

1,150.00

Violation Fines

100.00

Marriage Licenses (9 issued)
Vital Record Search / Certified Copy Fees
Filing Fees (elections)

405.00
294.00

UCC

708.25

1

Filing

Pole License Filing

10.00

150.00

TOTAL REMITTED TO TREASURER
figures in the

above report

year, the last of the

new

PASSENGER

plate please notify

me.

to

style

passenger plates were issued.

Currently, no decision has been

convert other plate types

351,975.75

$
processed through the

reflect the business that is

By May o*" this

Motor Vehicles

.00

20.00

Wetland (Dredge & Fill) Application Filing
Returned Check Fines

The

1

(trailer,

Town

If you still

made by

Clerk's office.

have an old style

Department of

the

motorcycle, handicap, etc.) to the

new

style.

The opportunity to "renew by mail" was offered beginning with October registrations. While you are
still welcome to renew in person, I hope you will consider taking advantage of this new program. If you
are a new resident whose vehicle was not previously registered in Dunbarton you will not receive a
notice. Please bring the registration issued by your former town of residence to the office for entry into
our database.

"Moose"

plates

became

available

December

for

1

DMV will not issue them in "mid" registration.
Reminder:

Dog

Titles are

now

new and renewal passenger

Contact

my

office or the

required for vehicles 1989 and newer.

May

(

vehicle registrations.

DMV for fees.

10"" digit in

the

VIN

is

a "K").

30 regardless of when the license is issued Every dog, 4
months old or over must be licensed. The fees are $6.50 for dogs 4-7 months old (proof of age
required). .$6.50 for neutered/spayed dogs (certificate required), $9.00 for male/female dogs, and $2.00
for Senior Citizens (first dog only). Please provide an up to date rabies certificate when licensing your
pet. Veterinarians are required to send Town Clerks a copy of the rabies certificate when dogs are
vaccinated. Clerk.s are required by law (RSA 466: 1-b) to contact owners of unlicensed dogs and inform them of
licenses are effective

licensing requirements.

1

to April

Late fines and a

.

civil forfeiture

of $ 25

p)er

dog may be issued

complete copy of the laws regarding responsibilities of dog ownership

is

Respectfully submitted,

Linda L. Peters,

for non-compliance.

available at the office.

Town

Clerk

A

Town
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REPORT OF TAX COLLECTOR - 2000
2QQQ

DEBITS

CREDITS

Uncollected Taxes

Town
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REPORT OF TAX COLLECTOR - 2000
SUMMARY OF TAX

LIEN

ACCOUNTS YEAR ENDING DECEMBER
2000

DEBITS
Unredeemed

CREDITS

Liens

lasQ

31,

2000

:

Town
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REPORT OF TAX COLLECTOR - 2000
SUMMARY OF UNREDEEMED TAX

OWNER

LIENS AS OF

DECEMBER

31

,

2000 continued

Town
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OLD HOME DAY COMMITTEE FINANCIAL REPORT 2000
-

Beginning Balance. January

1,

2000

$2,017.28

$5,297.94

Contribution.s and Receipts
Interest

on Investments

$

1 1

.79

$7,327.01

Total Available Funds

Expenditures

$(4,137.01)

Ending Balance 12/31/00
$3,190.00

Respectfully submitted,

Karen

Old

F.

Lessard

Home Day

Co-Chair

RECREATION COMMISSION FINANCIAL REPORT
-

Beginning Balance, Janaury
Contributions and Receipts
Interest

on Investments

1

Town
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WASTE MANAGEMENT REPORT - 2000
Once again the Town of Dunbarton grew and so did its amount of garbage. Fortunately as people
moved to our small Town, they came with the already acquired knowledge of recycling. Every
town does it a little differently, but always for the same common goal.
Because of our
2001 (the

first

increa.se in recycling this past year,

we

will be asking for

our second bailer

in

having been donated several years ago). This will enable us to prepare more

product quicker and efficiently.

There are many reasons

you need

to recycle, but all

is

one.

Please keep recycling your:

Aluminum Cans
Steel

Cans

All Glass any color

mixed together

All Paper, including magazines, mail and cereal boxes.

All Cardboard

Auto

Batteries

Fluorescent Bulbs

Motor

Oil

Scrap Steel and

Aluminum

Clothing and Textiles

Brush and

Wood

with

No

All hazardous materials will be collected

Paint,

Treatment or Coatings of any kind.

on a certain day

in the Fall

of 2001.

Respectfully yours,

Brian

Little, Plant

Manager

Town
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REPORT OF THE BUILDING INSPECTOR
The Building Inspector

-

2000

reports the issuance of one hundred and nine (109) permit applications in

the year 2000:

36

Single Family

10

Garages

2

Barns

9

Additions

Homes

Remodeling

9

Deck

19

Porch

10

Storage Sheds

/

/

3

Season

2

Home

3

Electrical

3

Swimming

2

Rebuild Roofs

2

Driveway Paving
Handicap Ramp

1

Building permits are required for any and

all

Occupation

/

Rooms

Business

Pools

of the following: Residential-one and two family

home, garage, apartment, shed, remodeling, porch, deck, pool, dock, ramp,
electrical service, oil or gas

building,

fireplace,

burner service, rebuild roof, driveway paving, temporary

commercial building,

silo,

greenhouse, stable, barn,

home

chimney,
trailer or

occupation/business, and

demolition.

The Building Inspector has
appointment) from

Noon

to

office hours at the

4:00

PM,

Dunbarton Town Offices on: Tuesday (by

and, on Thursdays from 7:00

PM to 9:00 PM.

hours are by appointment. Applications for permits are obtained and reviewed
times.

Approved permits may be picked up

Ray Simard and John Turner perform

at the

at the

All other

above

Selectmen's office during regular office hours

as assistants to the building inspector and can be reached

thru the Selectmen's office.

Respectfully submitted,

Bruce Vaal

Dunbarton Building Inspecto

Town
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CONCORD REGIONAL VISITING NURSE ASSOCIATION
The Concord Regional
to the residents of

Visiting Nurse Association continues to offer comprehensive health services

Dunbarton: The following

is

a description of these services:

Home Care services respond to the health care needs of those patients with acute or chronic illnesses
and para-professional care so they may return

that require skilled professional

homes. Emphasis

is

on promoting independence and

maximum

to or

remain

in their

functioning of the patient within

who receive services range from children who have a complex
who require supportive assistance to stay in their own homes.

the least restrictive selling. Patients

medical condition lo

frail

elders

Hospice services provide professional and para-professional services
with a limited

life

expectancy.

helping he/she remain

at

home

and on skilled intervention

CRVNA's Hospice House

The

to

in

goal

is

to

comfort and dignity. Emphasis

meet the

to the terminally

enhance the quality of the
is

patient's

patient

ill

remaining

life

by

on pain and symptom management

patient's special physical, emotional

provides residential care to terminally

ill

patients

and

spiritual needs.

who have no

primary

caregiver or need a supported residential setting. Often times patients are transferred into the Hospice

House when

a caregiver

is

exhausted and unable

house has provided a home

to

to care for

them

approximately 500 terminally

at

home any

To

longer.

date, this

residents.

ill

Community Health services include health education, health maintenance and preventive health
services. The program includes preventive care, adult and senior health, child health. Baby's First
Homecoming, immunizations for all ages, school linked clinics, parent education and support, health
education, and nutritional counseling.

Community Health

includes health promotion services which focus on the low and marginal income

families and individuals to prevent illness by professional assessment and screening for health risks

and needs, by early intervention
disability,

to prevent, eliminate, or

minimize the impact of illness and/or
Emphasis is on promoting healthy

and by anticipatory guidance and health teaching.

children, families and individuals through early intervention and health teaching. Services rendered
in the clinic setting are: child health, adult .screening,

crisis situations or

provided

Over

at

when needed

congregate housing

the past

and immunizations.

Home

visits are

two years Senior Health Clinics have expanded
services

was

in

response to the decrease

Professional and para-professional hourly
basis.

in

sites.

to reach out to .seniors

require a monthly check by a nurse of their blood sugar, blood pressure, and/or diabetes

The expansion of these

made

health care cannot be given in the clinic. Senior health services are

home

in

who may

management.

Medicare services

to seniors.

services are provided on a private fee-for-service

Health education and instruction are part of each

home

visit

or clinic

visit.

Town
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CONCORD REGIONAL VISITING NURSE ASSOCIATION
Anyone in Dunbarton may request service; patient, doctor, health facility, pastor, friend or neighbor.
The nurse who completes an assessment will coordinate with the patient's physician a plan of care
to

meet the

patient's specific needs. If the patient

patrient to identify

Dartmouth Family Practice
frail

home who

elder's

A call

to

is

does not have a physician the nurse will

assist the

The agency has developed a program with the
Residency Program to coordinate a house call visit by a resident

one and schedule a

visit.

unable to leave his/her home.

Concord Regional Visiting Nurse Association (1-800-924-8620) is all that is necessary
or make inquires. The CRVNA office is open Monday through Friday from 7:30am

start services

5:00pm.

NH
to a

A

nurse

is

on

call

to
to

twenty-four hous a day. The On-Call Nurse can be reached by calling

1-800-924-8620.

Federal regulations specify a charge

is

who

is

without health insurance and/or

applicable to

all visits.

unable to pay the

full

Fees are scaled for the individual

charge. However, a fee scale, federal

regulations require a financial statement be completed by the patient or responsible person.

community

health services are provided to residents often times free of charge.

subsidize those visits that are scaled or that no fee

is

The

Town monies

collectible.

This agency

is certified as a Medicare/Medicaid Provider, licensed by the State of N.H., accredited
by the Joint Commission on Accreditation of Healthcare Organizations (JCAHO) and is a member
agency of the United Way of Merrimack County.

Total visits

made during October

Home

I,

1999 through September 30, 2000:

Care/Hospice:

Community Health

Services:

-Immunizations
-Child Health

-Senior Health

-Baby's Homecoming
Community Health Total

Total Clients

and

Visits

17 Clients

Town
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EMERGENCY MANAGEMENT REPORT
Our community was spared from any major storms
the

main focus working

A Town

at the state

local levels

or

power outages

at the

Fire-Police station

vehicles including Fire, Police and

communicate

this past year.

this past year.

which allows us

Highway along with

to

A

base station radio

communicate with

portable radios. Being able to

without going through our regional dispatch centers

at a local level

Planning was

on terrorism and domestic preparedness.

wide two way radio .system was put into operations

and an antenna were installed

Town

and

is critical

during major incidents.

An emergency

generator for the School

/

Community Center was

not funded last year so

I

am

requesting the project to considered again this year. This would be a shared cost item between
the

I

Town and

would

School.

like to

thank the Fire, Police and Highway Departments along with the Board of

Selectmen and residents for

their support

and assistance

in

2000.

Respectfully submitted,

Jonathan Wiggin

Emergency Management Director

Town
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DUNBARTON PUBLIC LIBRARY

2000

-

The library has filled the first year of the new century with a host of activities and visitors. The
number of patrons has increased to 687, volunteers have donated 102 hours and circulation figures

7%

have increased

to 9,732.

During the

Summer Reading Program,

read by 83 individuals and approximately 93 children of

The

story time sessions throughout the year.

of

all

In

August the

we

the help

received during the year.

library staff

We

bookcase will be erected

expand our

1

179 books were

and trustees of the library are very appreciative

busy library

is

a supportive library!

gifts

of her time and talents for

many

years as a volunteer and

thank her for her optimism, energy and dedication. Special recognition must be

given to Margaret Venator

us to

a record of

ages have benefited from our popular

and trustees presented Helen Holmes our Library Volunteer of the Year

Award. Helen has given the library
library trustee.

staff

A

all

who made

in

a

major contribution

to the library.

A new children's

her honor. Several other monetary donations have

services. Daisy

Troop 2904 donated 19 children's books

to

made

it

possible for

our collection and

Lois and Jim Hollow built a very special children's picnic table for our use. The Garden Club
continues to beautify our exterior.

The

library has offered a

It is

a delight to hold stories and concerts outdoors now.

wide variety of programs throughout the

workshops, book discussions, a poetry night and a virtual

been invited to our used book sale

in June, a

summer

year.

Adults have enjoyed

trip to the Arctic Circle.

concert given by "Stories

'n

art

Families have

Stuff, a

home

school open house, a holiday concert and the fourth annual Christmas Tree Gift Books program.

CD and tie-dye

workshops, have taken

summer Olympic games and an evening

of Halloween cooking.

Children have attended movies, ice cream socials, origami,
part in the

The

Home Day

Old

parade,

library staff continues to foster a close

bond with the Elementary School

library, teachers

and

administration.

Print, non-print

and electronic

library resources continue to

be widely

utilized.

Patrons continue to

access the internet for research and leisure activities and our audio book collection has increased as
a reflection of

its

rapidly expanding popularity.

A

the State Library, can be also used for educational

In

conclusion,

we have enjoyed

of individuals and groups.

We

magazine database, Proquest, available through
and recreational purposes.

a very successful year 2000, thanks to support

from a wide variety

look forward to 2001 with enthusiasm and anticipation.

Respectfully submitted,

Andrea Douglas, Director

Town
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DUNBARTON PUBLIC LIBRARY
FINANCIAL REPORT 2000
RECEIPTS
Town

$55,377.00
934.45
378.75
437.64
326.75
89.53
107.50

Appropriation

Fines

Book

Sales

Donations

Equipment Income
Interest Income
Program charges
Miscellaneous

1.243.50

Total Receipts

$58,895.12

& Payroll Taxes
Books, Periodicals, Audio, Video
Building Improvement & Maint.
Computer & Software
Programs
Library and Office Supplies
Telephone

$39,601.20

Disbursements
Salaries

9,186.81
1,028.72
1,443.84

870.64
441.15
936.65
459.25
400.00
282.00

Museum

Pass Program
Area Co-operative Fees
Association Dues and Conference Fees
Furniture & Equipment

1,072.82

406.19

Miscellaneous

$56,129.27

Total Disbursements

$2,765.85
-1,000.00
-1.000.00

Receipts Less Disbursments

Encumbered
Encumbered

for furniture
for software

$765.85

Net Total

CHECKING AND SAVINGS ACCOUNT BALANCES AT DECEMBER 31, 2000
Merrimack County Savings Bank
Operating Account
Providian National

$3,152.74

Bank
55,421.61

Certificate of Deposit

Vanguard Treasury Money Market Fund
Total Checking and Savings

6.612.22

$65,186.57
Respectfully submitted,
H. Gary Maccubbin, Treasurer

Town
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DUNBARTON PUBLIC LIBRARY
TOTAL HOLDINGS:
ACQUISITIONS:

1/1/99

— Periodicals
—
Purchases — Periodicals
Purchases — Video

791
10

120

Audio Books

32

Total Acquisitions

1,587

Discarded

.023

Returned Rentals

150

Damaged

12

Total Deletions
:

1

borrow from

Requests

to

Requests

to lend to us:

CIRCULATIONS:

1,187

2/3 /OO

STATE LIBRARY SYSTEM
us:

.547

72
29
428

Rental - Adult Books

TOTAL HOLDINGS

1

101

Gifts— Other
Purchases Books

Lost or

2000

1

Gifts— Books
Gifts

DELETIONS:

-

11.947

1

(Interlibrary

Loan)

Rec'd:177

Filled:

Sent: 201

Filled:190

Adult Fiction

134

Unfilled:43
Unfilled:ll
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DUNBARTON CEMETERY TRUSTEES
The cemetery
cemetery

The

trustees

met on the second Monday of each month

to

conduct business and oversee

activities.

restoration of top soil and grass in the East

Cemetery plus

the

new fencing was

the major job

for this year.

There were two

(2) sales, seven (7)

cremains

in the

year 2000, along with three (3) burials.

Respectfully submitted.

John Thalheimer
Terry R. Jelley

Al Vaal

Dunbarton Cemetery Trustees

The World War 11 monument was dedicated in May of 2000. Pictured above are Gary Maccubbin
and John Gola from American Legion Post 106 and boy scouts, Josh and Ben Flood.

Town
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KUNCANOWET TOWN FOREST AND
CONSERVATION AREA
J.

Willcox Brown,

who moved

to

Dunbarton

in the spring

on the Town Forest Committee. He recently wrote
properties that
for

became

This

fall,

/

2000

of 1956, served for more than 30 years

his personal recollections

on the history of the

Kuncanowet Town Forest and Conservation Area (KTFCA),
very grateful. Thank you Will.

parts of the

which the committee

The North

-

is

South property

line

on the West side of

KTFCA

is

continuing to be flagged.

Laura Pfister (of the Land Conservation Investment Program) from the Office of State
some of the property lines and hiking trails. She was very pleased with the way

Planning, toured
the property

Some

is

being managed.

of the parcels were purchased with L.C.I. P. funds and once a year the committee makes a

property status report to the Office of State Planning.

Respectfully submitted,

Fred Mullen, Chairman

Edward White, Vice Chairman
Darlene Jarvis, Secretary
Brett St. Clair

Ronald

Jarvis, Trailmaster

Merton Mann, Selectman
John Swindlehurst
Irene Thalheimer

Margaret Watkins
J.

Willcox Brown, Honorary

Member
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DUNBARTON TOWN FOREST REPORT
Your town
others

forest

who

is

continuing to grow. This year

enjoy the opportunity to

visit a

animals also enjoy the protection which

The growth

this

it

it

has been used by

clean natural area.

The

-

many

deer,

2000

hunters, bickers and

moose, and other

gives them.

year has been very good due to the abundance of rainfall.

We

have observed a

very large quantity of leaves, which will deteriorate into natural food for the forest.

and beechnuts

will

The acorns

keep the turkeys and squirrels happy. Yes, we have even found some chestnut

burrs from regrow th chestnut trees.

The Town Forest Committee invites everyone to enjoy these areas. However, we request no
motor vehicles, no campfires and no trash. Your help will be appreciated cleaning brush out of
the trails.

Respectfully submitted,

John R. Swindlehurst, Chairman

Members
Jeff

are:

Crosby

Ronald Jarvis
Fred Mullen

Edward White
J.

Willcox Brown, Honorary

Member
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DUNBARTON TOWN FOREST FINANCIAL REPORT
Balance:
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DUNBARTON HIGHWAY DEPARTMENT
A number

of projects were completed

in the

year 2000.

The parking

lot in front

Elementary School was resurfaced. Resurfacing was also completed on Barnard

of the

Road,

Hill

The Grapevine Road end of Guinea
Ledge was blasted, a new culvert installed, and the

Putney Road, Old Hopkinton Road and Alexander Road.

Road was

also completed in the year 2000.

road was built up with gravel and paved.
addition was started on the Highway Garage to house the new town truck as well as to add
more work space to the garage. This addition will be completed in the year 2001 with plans of

An

installing insulation, electrical

This

fall

and sheetrock.

the Selectmen approved a

a copy, please contact the

Projects for the

Town

snow removal

policy for the

Office or visit our

upcoming year include replacing

web

site at

Town.

If

you would

like to

have

www.ci.dunbarton.nh.us.

several culverts, one on the west end of

County

one on Mansion Road and a four foot culvert
on Black Brook Road. Also, several culverts need to be extended on Twist Hill Road and on
Black Brook Road. Rangeway Road needs drainage ditches on both sides. After consultation
with the Conservation Commission because Rangeway road is a scenic road, the road will be
Road, one on Twist Hill west of the power

widened on the

far end.

lines,

Work on County Road

comer on

will involve straightening a

the land

purchased by the town from Robert Gagne.
Robert Rogers Road
this road.

We

will

The

is in

dire

need of repair and

project will take a few

be sure to

let

the public

weeks

know when

to

this

year

we

intend to do major construction on

complete and may

result in

some travel
make the

the project will begin in order to

delays.
repairs

smoothly.

I

would

like to

thank the Fire and Police Department and the Board of Selectmen for their

assistance this past year.

Respectfully submitted,

Jan VandeBogart, Road Agent

go

Town
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DUNBARTON ZONING BOARD OF ADJUSTMENT
The Dunbarton Zoning Board of Adjustment is scheduled to meet on
and met as business required during 2000. The following cases were

the second

Monday

-

2000

of each month

heard:

VARIANCES:
David and Denise Kremidas - Granted

a request for a Variance to allow

Density District

in

a request for a Variance to allow

for a subdivision/annexation to create
in the

Low

Low

in

lots

in

feet

apply to the Dunbarton Planning Board

to

property located

him

to construct a septic

system closer
in the

to

line at property located at

allow her to construct a septic System closer than

Gorham Pond

4 Karen Road

at

in the

Low

Density

NH.

Robert and Paula Martel - Granted a request

them

for a Variance to allow

to construct a

Dam Road

in the

shed/workshop

Low

Density

Dunbarton, NH.

Jeannine Desruisseux - Granted
at

at his

Gorham Pond on Holiday Shore Drive

feet at his property at

closer than 50 feet from the boundary line at property located on Everett

system

Low

Dunbarton, NH.

from the boundary

District in Dunbarton,

District in

in the

Dunbarton, NH.

Lori Desmarais - Granted a request for a Variance

50

him

smaller than the required five acres

a request for a Variance to allow

boundary than the required 50

Density District

two

Density District

Anthony Migneault - Granted
to the

to install a leach field

Dunbarton, NH.

David Pellenz - Denied
on Ray Road

them

Gorham Pond on Karen Road

closer than 50 feet from the boundary line at property located at

her property at

a request for a Variance to allow her to replace an existing failed septic

Gorham Pond

at

21 Karen

Road

Low

in the

Density District

A. C. Kolinski - Denied a request for a Variance to allow him to construct a
closer than 50 feet from the boundary at his property at

Density District

in

utility

in

Dunbarton, NH.

room and car

Gorham Pond on Holiday Shore Drive

port

in the

Low

Dunbarton, NH.

Daniel and Shelley Dalpra- Granted a request for a Variance

to

allow them to construct a roof over an

existing foundation to provide covered parking closer than 50 feet from the boundary at their property on

Long Pond Road

in the

Low

Density District

Peter Pacik - Denied a request for a Variance

boundary

at his

property

at

Gorham Pond

Robert A. Demers - Requested
the

boundary

at his

property

at

at

in

to

Dunbarton, NH.
allow him to enclose a patio area closer than 50 feet from the

10 Karen

a Variance to allow

Road
him

in the

Low

Density District

to construct a

Gorham Pond on Holiday Shore Drive

in

Dunbarton. NH.

garage closer than 50 feet from

in the

Low

Density District

in

Dunbarton, NH. (Applicant withdrew his application.)

Gary
1

Bernier, Attorney on behalf of Lori Desmarais - Requests for Variances as follows:
.

Denied a request

for a Variance to allow her to

encroach upon side .setback closer than 50 feet
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DUNBARTON ZONING BOARD OF ADJUSTMENT

-

2000

from the boundary to allow second means of egress on the North side of the property at Gorham
Pond at 4 Karen Road in the Low Density District in Dunbarton, NH.
Denied a request for a Variance to allow her to encroach upon front setback closer than 50 feet
from the boundary on the West side of the foundation to allow stair access to upper levels of home at
Property at Gorham Pond at 4 Karen Road in the Low Density District in Dunbarton, NH.
Denied a request for a Variance to allow well to encroach upon 75 foot well setback at property
at Gorham Pond at 4 Karen Road in the Low Density District in Dunbarton, NH.

2.

3.

ZZD Development,

Dori Desmarais - Denied a request for a Variance to allow them to construct a
feet from the boundary at property located on Stark Highway North (Route 13)
Density District in Dunbarton, NH.

house closer than 50
the

Low

James Bookless - Granted
50

feet

from the boundary

Andre Olivier - Granted

a request for a Variance to allow

at his

18 Karen

Road

in the

to construct a septic

system closer than 50

Low

system closer than

property on 1003 School Street in the Village District in Dunbarton,

a request for a Variance to allow him to install a

to replace the existing failed
at

him

in

Density District

in

feet

from the boundary

new replacement
at his

property

at

NH.

septic system

Gorham Pond

Dunbarton, NH.

SPECIAL EXCEPTIONS:

Wayne Cbmiel (Leo Chmiel

Property) - Granted a request for a Special Exception

to

snow blowers and chain saws
Low Density District in Dunbarton, NH.

operate a small engine repair business for lawn mowers,

Property located on Twist Hill

Road

in the

allow him to

at

Leo Chmiel

Michel Belanger - Requested a Special Exception to allow him to construct two multi-family housing
units at his property on Old Hopkinton Road in the Manufactured Housing District in Dunbarton, NH.
(Application was withdrawn because it is not an allowed use within the Ordinance.)
and make

In

considering an appeal, the Board must act on the evidence before

its

decision, the Board often stipulates certain restrictions, which the appellant must adhere

it

case involving a conflict of interest with a Board member, the Alternate

Adjustment. The
the decision.

member

with the conflict of interest

The Board of Adjustment must

and enforcement of

its

is

excluded from

act within the limits set

member
all

its

decision. In

sits

making

In

any

with the Board of

deliberations and the vote on

by the Dunbarton Zoning Ordinance

decisions rests with the Selectmen.

Respectfully submitted,
Terrell Swain,

John

to.

Trottier,

Chairman
Vice Chairman

Alison R. Vallieres, Secretary

Gertrude Dulude

John Herlihy

David Nault, Alternate
John Van Loendersloot, Alternate
Scott Ives, Alternate
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CENTRAL N.H REGIONAL PLANNING COMMISSION

-

2000

New Hampshire Regional Planning Commission
Merrimack and Hillsborough Counties and the City of
good standing with the Commission.

Established in accordance with state law, the Central

(CNHRPC)

is

Concord. The

a voluntary association of

Town

of Dunbarton

The Commission's mission

is

to

is

a

20 towns

member

in

in

improve, through education, training, and planning assistance, the ability of

the municipalities of the region to prepare and implement municipal plans; to prepare a plan for effective

and appropriate development and

utilization of the resources

of the region; and to

assist municipalities in

carrying out the regional plan.

The Commission provides
issues; planning research,

a variety of planning services, including telephone consultations on planning

sample ordinances, regulations, and planning documents; models; data and access

to data sources; grant information; review

educational programs.

Membership

and comment on planning documents; development review; and

community

also entitles a

to affordable

master planning assistance,

geographic information systems (CIS) mapping, and grant preparation.

During 2000, Commission

staff

provided the

Town

of Dunbarton with assistance in the following areas:

Town's subdivision regulations, provided assistance regarding
a subdivision located on a dead-end street, researched wetland erosion control best management practices,
and assisted with various Planning Board procedural issues, bonding, and certificate of occupancy issues.
Staff provided assistance in the update of the

In addition to the local services described

above,

in

2000

the Central

New

Hampshire Regional Planning

Commission:
Provided general local planning assistance to

member municipalities and responded to inquiries

regarding zoning ordinance, subdivision regulations, and

Provided assistance to

CNHRPC member

site

plan review regulation revisions.

Town Meeting.
and non-member towns regarding National Flood

Prepared a calendar and narrative describing

critical dates for

Insurance Program (NFIP) participation and compliance.
Facilitated four meetings of the

CNHRPC Regional Resource Conservation Committee (R2C2).

Attended meetings of and provided continuing technical assistance to the Upper Merrimack
River Local Advisory Committee (UMRLAC) and the Contoocook and North Branch rivers
Local Advisory Committee

(CNBRLAC).

Developed new geographic information systems (BIS) map layers and continued to improve its
CIS through staff training, improved methodologies, and the upgrade of key CIS equipment.
Initiated the update of the FY 2003-201 2 CNHRPC Transportation Improvement Program (TIP)
by hosting the November 2000 CNHRPC transportation Planning and Funding Summit and
soliciting new transportation project proposals for inclusion in the updated TIP. Responded to
inquiries related to the New Hampshire State Ten Year Transportation Improvement Program
(STIP) update process.

Conducted approximately 200

traffic

counts throughout the region.

CNHRPC Transportation Advisory Committee (TAC).
Provided assistance to municipalities, groups and interested individuals regarding the
Transportation Enhancements (TE) and Congestion Mitigation and Air Quality (CMAQ)

Organized and hosted five meetings of the

programs.
Initiated the update of the CNHRPC Regional Bicycle and Pedestrian Plan.
Continued work on the update of the CNHRPC Regional Transportation Plan and development
of the Regional Multi-Use Trail Plan and Regional Open Space Plan.

For additional information, please contact the

CNHRPC staff or see us on the internet at www.cnhrpc.org.
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DUNBARTON BOARD OF ASSESSORS
Throughout the year of 2000 your Board of Assessors has attempted
equitable board to help

and/or conclusions on

town

many

residents, companies, groups

2000

perform a

fair

and organizations come

to

and
agreements

tax related issues.

This board has overseen Timber cutting, resulting

removed from one's

to

-

in the taxation

of timber that has been cut and

property, as well as earth that has been excavated and sold on the market.

The Assessors have attempted to create revenues from non-previously identified tax sources
create revenues for your town to be reflected in your tax rate. If you have questions on your
bill,

elderly exemption, removal of land

from current land use, timber

and other related issues, please contact your town

to

tax

cutting, gravel excavation

office.

Your Board of Assessors meets once a month and your town

office can give

you an appointment.

Respectfully submitted,

Timothy Terragni, Chairman
John Herlihy
Brian Little

Dunbarton Board of Assessors

1

Town
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DUNBARTON VOLUNTEER FIRE DEPARTMENT
Emergency

types of services include

oil

2000

2000 but the severity of incidents increased with several serious motor
The request for non-emergency services increased significantly, these

incidents decreased slightly in

vehicle accidents and a major structural

-

fire.

burner inspections, childcare inspections, foster

home

inspections, tent inspections, place

of assembly permits and issuing of burning permits.
Public Education continued with our Fire Safety Program being given to the students and staff at the Elementary School

during Fire Prevention Week.

Two

fundraisers this past year proved to be very successful.

attended and supported.

The second one was

demo derby held during the Hopkinton Fair.
The new
mounted.

truck that

We

hope

was approved

at

to take delivery

I

First

our chicken barbecue held

a case of beginner's luck as

would

like to

thank everyone

Town meeting was purchased and

and put

in service

I

drove the

in

June was again well

DVFD car to victory in the E-911

who supported or helped out at these events.

is in

the process of having the tank

by February. This year we are asking for money

and pump

to replace the 3

year old body and tank on our other Tanker.

Two

goals of the department for 2001 are to have the

Town

create a special revenue account for funds received from

ambulance fees which would be used for equipment purchases

members
I

for attending training sessions

would also

like to

members and

all

and responding

in the future

and

to

implement a plan

thank the Police and Highway Departments, Board of Selectmen, other

the citizens of

this past year.

Respectfully submitted,

2000

compensate our

Town employees, committee

Dunbarton who have helped or supported the Fire Department

Jonathan M. Wiggin, Chief of Dept.

Alarm Activation

to

to calls.

DEPARTMENT RESPONSES
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TOWN FOREST FIRE WARDEN AND
STATE FOREST RANGER

-

2000

There are 2200 Forest Fire Wardens and Deputy Forest Fire Wardens ihroughbout the state. Each town has
a Forest Fire Warden and several Deputy Wardens who assist the Forest Rangers with forest fire suppression,
prevention, and law enforcement. The number of fires reported during the 2000 fire season was below
average as referenced in the statistics below. Despite this, our network of fire towers and detection patrols
were still quite busy with the fire towers being first to report over 135 fires. These fires were quickly and
accurately reported to the local fire department for their prompt and effective suppression efforts. Wildland
fires occurring in areas where homes are situated in the woodlands are a serious concern for both landowners
and firefighters. Homeowners can help protect their homes by maintaining adequate green space around
them and making sure that houses are properly identified with street numbers. Please contact the Forest
Protection Bureau to request a brochure to assist you in assessing fire safety around your home and woodlands.
Fire Warden, Fire Department and State Forest Ranger, contact your local Warden or Fire
Department to find out if a permit is required before doing ALL outside burning. Fire permits are required
for any open burning unless the ground is completely covered with snow where the burning will be done.
Violations of RS A 227-L: 1 7, the fire permit law and the other burning laws of the State of New Hampshire
are misdemeanors punishable by fines of up to $2,000 and/or a year in jail. Violators are also liable for all

To aid your Forest

fire

suppression costs.

There are eleven Forest Rangers who work for the New Hampshire Division of Forests and Lands, Forest
Protection Bureau. Forest Rangers have investigated numerous complaints regarding violations of the timber
harvest and forest fire laws, and taken enforcement action to ensure compliance. If you have any questions
regarding forest fire or timber harvest laws, please call our office at 271-2217, or for general information
visit

The

our website
State of

at

www.dred.state.nh.us

New Hampshire operates

.

15 fire towers, 2 mobile patrols and 3 contract aircraft patrols. This early

detection system and reports from citizens aid in the quick response from local fire departments. These factors
are critical in controlling the size of wildland forest, keeping the loss of property and suppression costs as
possible.

Due

and
places and

to permitting

portable outdoor fire

Please contact your local

fire

fire safety

vessels, including those constructed of clay,

department before doing

fire

ANY outside burning.

REMEMBER ONLY YOU CAN PREVENT FOREST FIRES!!
2000 FIRE STATISTICS

(All Fires Reported through

TOTALS BY COUNTY

November

10,

2000)

CAUSES OF FIRES REPORTED
Debris Burning

263

Miscellaneous*

151

Smoking

30

Children

17

Campfire

16
14

Arson/Suspicious
Lightning

9
9

Railroad

7

Equipment Use

^Miscellaneous (power
structures,

low

as

department BEFORE using
concrete or wire mesh.

concerns, please contact your local

line,

fireworks,

OHRV, unknown)

Brad Simpkins, Forest Ranger
Jon Wiggin, Forest Fire Warden
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DUNBARTON CONSERVATION COMMISSION
The Kimball Pond Conservation Area (KPCA) now

1

land to the

KPCA

Brook where

were completed

it

in April

2000

includes the entire shoreline of Kimball

and the remains of an early mill (town proprietors' vote of 77
wildlife habitat along Black

-

Report

1

)

Pond

and cellar hole, as well as excellent

flows out of Kimball Pond. Efforts to add

this additional

with the purchase of three lots near the boat launch.

A

dedication ceremony was held in September that included a bird walk led by Dunbarton resident

and

St.

Dr Jay Pitocchelli. Current Use Change Tax and private
warm "thank you" to those who contributed financially towards

Anselm's College professor

donations funded the project. Our
the effort!

Another addition

to the

working with the Trust

KPCA is currently being pursued.
for Public

Land

in the

The Conservation Commission has been

hopes of keeping 664 adjacent acres undeveloped.

This third Kimball Pond project builds on the town's original project

around Kimball Pond.
will connect the

In addition to

KPCA

conservation land to

with other

make

Town owned and Town

1996

to protect the land

Forest lands and privately

a contiguous 1,300+ acres of open space.

significantly to both recreational

in

adding a wider buffer of open space around Kimball Pond,

and wildlife use of

The

it

owned

additional acreage adds

the area.

The Conservation Commission again assisted the Dunbarton Cub Scouts in their tree planting activity
in town this year The scouts planted trees in the Hopkinton-Everett Flood
Control Area near Winslow Road. A big thanks to the scouts and their parents for the effort.
In

December a group of five

S""

grade Dunbarton students from Mountain

presentation to the Conservation Commission.
for school that focuses

cleaning up

litter,

They have

elected to

View Middle School made

do a community out reach

a

project

on Kimball Pond. They enthusiastically expressed a number of ideas including

promoting the area

to

Town

residents,

and possibly organizing an event.

Conservation Commission members conducted the annual monitoring of conservation easements
for which the Town serves as grantee. Members reviewed one application for a wetland crossing
for a

driveway and prepared and submitted an application on behalf of the Town Highway Department
on Twist Hill Road and County Road. There were two wetland complaints in

for installing culverts

which

the Conservation

Commission was involved.

All residents are reminded that any activity

involving wetlands, including stream crossings, requires a pemiit from the State Wetlands Bureau
in the

Department of Environmental Services.

The Conservation Commission meets the second Wednesday of the month
Offices. The public is welcome to attend.

at

7:30

pm

in the

Respectfully submitted,

Lawrence Cook, Chair

George Holt

Margaret Watkins

Brett St. Clair, Vice Chair

Ronald Jarvis

Ray Simard, Alternate

Darlene Jarvis, Secretary

Mathew Lavey

Town
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DUNBARTON CONSERVATION COMMISSION

-

2000

PROPERTY UNDER THE AUTHORITY
OF THE CONSERVATION COMMISSION
Three Lots

in

Great

Meadow

70 acres

Lot South of Gorhani Pond

Long Pond Lot
Ray Road Lot
Kimball Pond Lot
South Side Everett

1

3 acres

1

6 acres

20 acres
77 acres

Dam Road

Kimball Pond Lot (acquired

122 acres

in

2000)

93 acres

CONSERVATION EASEMENTS
45 acres

Story Easement

Grant Easement

8 acres

Westbrook/Schumacher Easement

New

145 acres

Greenton Prop. Easement
(at

Kimball Pond)

77 acres

In

September. Dunbarton residents dedicated the

the Conservation

Commission

Commission's next

New

Kimball Pond Conservation Area. With the support of the town,
around the shore of the 64 acre pond. The

led a multi-year effort to acquire the land

project, if successful, will protect

Kimball Pond Conservation Area.

one of the remaining large

tracts

of land

in

town which abuts the

Town
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DUNBARTON POLICE DEPARTMENT
During the past
to

its staff.

year, the

-

2000

Dunbarton Poliee Department has undergone some

Chief Don Andrews and part-time Officer Ernie

Holm

retired in

dedicated service to the community. Full-time Officer Timothy Locke

pursue an opportunity to serve on the

Bow

signitieant changes

October

left the

after years of

department

to

Police Department and part-time Officer Patrick

Payette resigned from the department.

With

the retirement of Chief

qualified candidate to

fill

Andrews, a selection committee was formed to seek out the mostvery important position within the community. The committee

this

members of the Board of Selectmen, the Acting Police Chief and several residents of
Dunbarton who are law enforcement professionals. As the year drew to a close, the committee
was well into the process and a new Police Chief is expected to be announced prior to the annual

consists of

Town

Meeting.

During calendar year 2000, there were

3,

633

calls for service

which resulted

in

7,805 radio

transmissions.

On

behalf of the residents of Dunbarton,

officers:

I

would like to extend a special thank you
Rene Forcier who continue to serve

Scott Wilson, John Swindlehurst and

to

my

fellow

their

community.
I would like to extend a special thank you to the men and women of Troop D of the
Hampshire State Police whom I have relied upon to assist the department with law
enforcement activity within the town. In addition, I would like to thank the surrounding towns'
police departments for their assistance throughout the year and to the Bow Police Department
Dispatch Center which handles communications for the Dunbarton Police Department. Finally,
my sincere thanks to the Dunbarton Fire Department, the Board of Selectmen and the Highway

This year,

New

Department for

their assistance.

Respectfully submitted,

Joe Milioto

Acting Dunbarton Police Chief
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1999

We have audited the accompanying general purpose financial statements of the Town of Dunbarton,
N.H. as of December 31,1 999 and for the year then ended. These general purpose financial statements
are the responsibility of the

Town's management. Our responsibility

is

to express an opinion

on

these general purpose financial statements based on our audit.

We conducted our audit in accordance with generally accepted auditing standards.
require that

we

purpose financial statements are free of material misstatement.
test basis,

statements.

evidence supporting the amounts and disclosures

An audit also

made by management,
presentation.

The

We

In

An

audit includes examining, on a

in the

general purpose financial

includes assessing the accounting principles used and significant estimates

as well as evaluating the overall general purpose financial statement

believe that our audit provides a reasonable basis for our opinion.

general purpose financial statements referred to above

account group, which should be included
principles.

Those standards

plan and perform the audit to obtain reasonable assurance about whether the general

The amounts

that should

in

do not include

the general fixed assets

order to conform with generally accepted accounting

be recorded as general fixed assets are not known.

our opinion, except for the effect on the financial statements of the omission described

preceding paragraph, the general purpose financial statements referred to
present

fairly, in all

material respects, the financial position of the

December 31,1 999 and
trust

the results of

its

fund types for the year then ended

in

Town

in the first

in the

paragraph

of Dunbarton, N.H. as of

operations and the cash flows of its proprietary and similar

conformity with generally accepted accounting principles.

Our audit was made for the purpose of forming an opinion on the general purpose financial statements
taken as a whole. The accompanying combining and individual fund financial statements listed as
supporting schedules in the table of contents are presented for purposes of additional analysis and
are not a required part of the general purpose financial statements of the

Town

Such information has been subjected

in the audit

purpose financial statements and,

in

to the auditing

our opinion,

is

procedures applied

of Dunbarton, N.H.
of the general

fairly stated in all material respects in relation to

the general purpose financial statements taken as a whole.

Respectfully submitted,

MASON & RICH PROFESSIONAL ASSOCIATION
Accountants and Auditors

Note: 2000 Audit not complete at time of publication of this town report.
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DUNBARTON RECREATION COMMISSION
The Dunbarton Recreation Commission experienced another
quahty programs

to the residents of

All of our activities

showed increased

and up-grade the community softball
for our

participation and this

field

and hope

summer program. The community

A new member of the

recreation

many

is

due

in part to the

members of the

continue to improve

be able to host a playoff

in the future to

commission was appointed

We

was resurfaced
this past

this year.

year Joyce Ethridge, a

commissioner Jeff LeDuc. Jeff was

of the activities that the commission carries on today. His

involvement with the recreational basketball has helped to make the program what

members of the Dunbarton Recreation Commission would
service to the community and the youth community programs.

All the
his

The

we

recreation

will

commission

and

great year providing varied

center floor

resident of Dunbarton, replaced long-time recreation

responsible for beginning

2000

Dunbarton.

recreation commission, coaches and volunteers from the community.

game

-

will seek to level

fund our program for

like to publicly

this

it

is

today.

thank Jeff for

budget year, but next year

be working with the town selectmen to make some improvements to the community

center

In the future

desire.

If

we

look to expand our program with some different activities that residents

meets the second Wednesday of each month

The commission would
budget

have

in

at

may

you have any ideas please contact a member of the commission. The commission
at

7:00

pm

in the

also like to thank the residents of the

town meeting. This shows the Commission of the

community

Dunbarton Elementary School.

town who have approved our
Dunbarton residents

interest that

recreation.

Respectfully submitted,

William

F.

Ruwell, Chairman

Bronda Crosby
Peter

Weeks

Jacques Belanger
Chris Ruwell

Joyce Ethridge
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DUNBARTON PLANNING BOARD
The Dunbarton Planning Board held its regular public meetings on
month at the Dunbarton Town Offices at 7PM.

-

2000

the third

Wednesday of each

During the past calendar year, the Board has accepted (14) applications, voting
Lotline Adjustments, (5) subdivisions, creating (5)

new

lots, (1) site

in

favor of (3)

plan review, (1) change of

use subdivision, and (4) changes to the "Zoning Ordinance", which were voted on

at

Town

Meeting.

The Planning Board, along with the Zoning Board of Adjustments, continued work from 1999 on
establishing a "Flood Plain Development Ordinance". It also continued review of the existing
"Subdivision Regulations", making many procedural changes to application review and
acceptance.

Respectfully submitted,

James

J.

Marcou, Chairman

Kenneth Swayze, Co-Chairman
Alison R. Vallieres, Secretary
Charles Graybill, Selectman-Rep.

Robert Perry
Greta Brandt

George Holt
Carter Higginbothem, Alternate
Charles Frost, Alternate

.

.
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DUNBARTON HISTORICAL AWARENESS COMMITTEE
DUMBARTON. NEW HAMPSHIRE

03045

MEMBERS:
HENRY BURNHAM
GERTRUDFE DIILUDE
PAN[X)RA MARTEL
and SECRETARY
HARLAN A NOYES

BETTY ANN NOYES, CHAIR

The purpose of the Dunbarton Historical Awareness Committee is to
research and document the town's old structures and sites and to
provide our elementry school students with information concerning
their historical heritage.
We have had another busy year. We are currently working on our next
publication which will be a history of North Dunbarton land
together with accurate data regarding old home and cellar sites.
The area to be covered will extend from Dunbarton Center northerly
and
to the Hopkinton line, westerly to the Weare town line
easterly to the town of Bow. We are contemplating a video to
accompany the text. We are assemblying photographs- both new and
old- for inclusion in this work. Because we have lost two of our
founding members, needless to say, this is a tremendous undertaking
for our remaining membership and work is progressing very slowly.

We continue to offer assistance to those persons seeking their
Dunbarton "roots". This past summer we had the distinct pleasure to
meet Bob and Sharon Ogle, a delightful couple from Illinois,
descendants of Major John Stinson who lived on Gorham Pond Road.
The Ogle's met with Chuck and Nancy Graybill and were thrilled to
see their old family homestead.
We continue to place plaques on old Dunbarton homes, if requested
by their owners. We currently have several ready to be installed,
weather permitting, along with brief histories of those houses.
Research is slow and exacting; some data is non-existant
In May of 2000, Mrs. Livsey and Mrs. Spill, teachers at Dunbarton
Elementary School, requested that we do a narrated historical bus
tour for their 3rd and 4th grade students. The teachers and pupils
viewed many old homes and sites in the Center, at North Dunbarton,
They explored Stark Cemetary with
in South and East Dunbarton.
its unique cut stone walls, stone stiles and iron fenced enclosure.
They viewed the graves of Caleb Stark, eldest son of General John
Stark and the grave of the 20th century poet Robert Lowell, a Stark
descendant.
They visited Kimball Pond and the site of Benjamin
Hadley's grist mill. They were shown the location of Dunbarton'
first settlement, made by Messrs. Putney and Rogers, in the Great
Meadows, at the head of Kimball's Pond. They saw the land where, in
once grazed, producing milk for
the early 1900 's, 2700 goats
cheese making.

A similar historical tour had previously been enjoyed by several
newly hired teachers at our elementary school

1
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COMMUNITY ACTION PROGRAM

-

2000

Community Action Program Belknap-Merrimack Counties, located at Tremont Street In Concord, N.H., provides
outreach to the homebound and direct assistance and services to income eligible, low income, handicapped and
1

elderly residents in your community.

The

staff at the

Concord Area Center wish

continued interest and support,

we

will

to

thank the

Town

of Dunbarton for their

pa.st

support. With your

be able to continue providing .services and assistance to the income eligible,

low income and elderly residents of your town.

The following

is

a detailed

summary which provides

from the Town of Dunbarton
la.st

that participated in the

a brief description of our programs and the

number of people

programs available through the Concord Area Center during the

year.

UNITS OF SERVICE

SERVICE DESCRIPTION

VALUE

HOUSEHOLDS/
PERSONS

COMMODITY SUPPLEMENTAL FOOD PROGRAM
is a nutrition program that offers participants free
supplement their daily diet. The
program serves children under six years of age, women
during pregnancy and up to 12 months after the birth of
their baby. Value $22.00 per unit. *(An individual may not
be enrolled in both the WIC Program and CSFP, but a
Packages
family may have members on both programs.)

nutritional foods to

FUEL ASSISTANCE

is

Persons -

1

$2,618.00

available to income eligible

hou.seholds to help with energy costs during the prime

heating sea.son. Priority
disabled.

The average

is

given to the elderly and

program

benefit for the 1999-2000

was $616.00

Applications

MEALS-ON-WHEELS
balanced hot meals to
five

22

-

Persons -51

$16,541.00

provides the delivery of nutritionally

homebound

elderly or adult residents

Meals

days per week. Value $6. 10 per meal.

WOMEN, INFANTS AND CHILDREN

-

Persons -6

1

$

67.10

provides specific

food to supplement daily diet of pregnant or nursing

women

as well as children under five. Participants receive medicalnutritional screening, counseling

and education. Value includes

cost of vouchers and clinical services at

$4

1

USDA COMMODITY SURPLUS FOODS

.

per unit.

1

are

now

Vouchers

-

205

Persons- 17

$8425.50

distributed

and soup kitchens on a quarterly
These pantries and soup kitchens service all in need not
town residents.

directly to local food pantries
basis.

just

EMERGENCY FOOD PANTRIES

of food for people facing temporary food

Value

$.•^.00

Cases

-

9

provide up to three days
crisis.

Meals

per meal.

-

1

62

(•rand Total

INFORMATION AND REFERRAL CAP provides
-

referrals for housing, transportation

and other

life

utility,

$28,652.62

landlord/tenant, legal and health counseling as well as

concerns. These support/advocacy services are not tracked.
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DUNBARTON'S CODE OF ETHICS
For

Town

Officials,

Board Members and Employees

Purpose
The puqjose of this code is to estabHsh guidelines
officials, board members and employees.
•

We

•

We expect

for the ethical standards of conduct for

expect our public servants and volunteers to act

town

officials,

in the best interest

board members and employees

of the town.

to

THE CODE

disclose any personal, financial or other interests in matters
affecting the

town which come before them

for action.
•

•

We expect

town

officials,

board members and employees to

remove themselves from decision making

•

if

No

conflicts of

Interest

they have a conflict

of interest or even the appearance of one.

•

A

duty to recuse

We

•

A

duty to

expect town officials, board members and employees to be

independent, impartial, and responsible to their fellow

townspeople

disclose

in their actions.
•

•

town

We expect

that the

town's official decisions and policies be made

We

unfair

town property

through the proper channels of government.

•

No

personal use of

expect that public office or a volunteer position in our town

•

not be used for personal gain.

No misuse

of

confidential

information
It is

important that the public have confidence in the integrity of

government - and

that

town

officials,

and employees have an opportunity

its

board members, volunteers

reputation.

This code establishes a process by which one
regarding potential ethical issues and
for resolving disputes in a

involved.

manner

•

No Improper

•

A

gifts

to protect their personal

it

may

duty to
cooperate

obtain guidance

establishes a course of action

that is fair to all of the parties

•

Fair

and equal

treatment

Town
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DUNBARTON'S CODE OF ETHICS
I.

CODE PROVISIONS

A.

No

Conflicts of Interest

board members and employees of the

Officials,

Town

of Dunbarton shall avoid conflicts of interest

or even the appearance of a conflict of interest.

As

a

or a

town

board

official,

member

member or employee, you

shall not participate in

of your family, have a personal interest which

may

any matter

in

which you,

directly or indirectly affect or

influence the performanceof your duties. In such instances, you shall recuse yourself from discussion

and decision-making.
Recusal means to remove yourself completely from

Officials,

members of the

shall not participate in further discussions, unless

so only as general

member of the

further participation in the matter in question.

who have been

board members or employees

or shall seat themselves with the other

all

public.

As

recused shall immediately leave the room

public

you clearly

who

are present.

When

state for the record that

recused, you

you are doing

a recused person, you shall not deliberate or vote on the

matter in question.

B.

A

Duty

A

to

Recuse

in Quasi-Judicial Actions

"quasi-judicial action"

is

any action where the board or committee you are a member of

acting like a judge or a jury. For example,
potential parties, hear the parties,

when your board

is

or committee has a duty to notify the

and can only decide on the matter

after

weighing and

considering such evidence and arguments as the parties choose to lay before you, you are

involved

in a quasi-judicial action.

The work of

the planning and zoning boards

is

largely quasi-

judicial.

Not only do
to recuse

action

if

officials,

board members and employees of the

themselves as outlined

in the section

you would not be qualified

to

sit

For example, jurors are not qualified

Town

of Dunbarton have a duty

above, you must recuse yourself

in a quasi-judicial

as a juror in that case.

to

sit in

a case

if

they have advised or assisted either

party in a matter being decided, are prejudiced to any degree regarding the pending matter, or

believe they cannot for any reason be totally fair and impartial.

As

a representative of the

of Dunbarton, you are expected to hold yourself to this same standard.

Town
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DUNBARTON'S CODE OF ETHICS
A Duty

C.

As an

to Disclose

board

official,

member

the conduct of business

matter without

first,

or employee of the

Town

of Dunbarton you shall not participate

in

on behalf of the town or enter into discussion or deliberation of any

publicly and on the record, stating

all:

dealings
interests

relationships

friendships

and possible conflicts

which may

exist

between you and your family, and the principals or the issue under

consideration.

No Unfair

D.

No official,

Personal Use of

board

member

Town Property
Town of Dunbarton shall use town property,
same available to others unless such use is available

or employee of the

services, or labor personally, or

make

the

to

other residents upon request on equal terms.

E.

No

No Misuse

official,

of Confldential Information

board

member

or employee of the

Town

of Dunbarton shall use any confidential

information acquired by virtue of that individual's official position for personal benefit, or for the
benefit of any other person or business. This does not apply to information

which

is

readily

available to the general public.

In addition,

no

official,

board

member or employee

of the

Town

of Dunbarton shall violate the

privacy of others by publicizing, gossiping, or discussing information confidentially acquired in
the course of official duties without a legitimate reason to

do

so.
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DUNBARTON'S CODE OF ETHICS

F.

No Improper

No

Gifts

board

official,

member

acceptance of such
has or

is

likely to

the official or
traditionally

G.

A Duty

gift

or employee of the

Town

gift (or

allow

have a matter pending before the board, committee, or commission on which

employee

serves. This provision of the code

exchanged between family members

to

of Dunbarton shall accept a

by a family member) from any individual, group, or corporation which

-

at

is

not

meant

to apply to gifts

holidays or birthdays, for example.

Cooperate

members and employees of the Town of Dunbarton shall cooperate with the
Committee regarding any complaint or inquiry alleging violation of this Code of Ethics.

All officials, board

Ethics

H. Fair and Equal Treatment

Acting

in their official capacity, all officials,

shall give

each and every person

employee

shall in the course

fair

board members and employees of town government

and equal treatment.

No

official,

board

member

or

of their official duties give or deny any person special consideration,

advantage, or treatment as a result of the person's public status, position, sex, race, religion,
creed, sexual orientation, or national origin.
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DUNBARTON'S CODE OF ETHICS
II.

DEFINITIONS

As used

in this

ordinance, the following terms shall have the meanings indicated:

Board: Any board, committee or commission, permanent or
Selectmen under

New Hampshire

by the

special, established

law.

Complainant: A resident of the Town of Dunbarton who has submitted a petition
Committee requesting an inquiry or alleging a violation of the Code of Ethics.

A

Conflict of Interest:

situation, circumstance, or financial interest

which has the

to the Ethics

potential to

cause a private or personal interest to interfere with the proper exercise of a public duty.

Employee:

A

person

who

is

paid by the

Town

of Dunbarton for his/her services, but

who

not

is

an independent contractor.

Ethics Committee: The committee established by Section IV of

Any

Family:

person

who

is

related to the official, board

this ordinance.

member or employee

in

one of the

following ways: spouse, parent, grandparent, child, grandchild, sibling, or similar relation to the
individual's spouse. This includes
official,

board

member

all

who

persons

are

members of the same household

as the

or employee in question, regardless of whether they are related by blood

or marriage.

Interest:

Any

legal or equitable right, share, or claim,

or a condition, which

is

owned

whether or not subject

to

an encumbrance

or held, in whole or in part, jointly or severally, including but

without limitation, a right, share or claim to land.

Official:

Any

elected or appointed officer, board

Principals: Those people

who

member, or agent of the Town of Dunbarton.

are the subject of the action or application

which

is

before the

board.

Public Servant:

A

person

who

serves the town of Dunbarton in an official capacity, whether

elected or appointed, paid or unpaid.

A

town

official,

Recuse: Officials, board members or employees

remove themselves completely from
board members or employees
seat themselves with the other

all

board

member

who have been

or employee.

recused from a matter, shall

further participation in the matter in question. Officials,

who have been

recused shall immediately leave the room or shall

members of the

public

who

are present.

The recused persons

shall

not participate in further discussions, unless they clearly state for the record that they are doing so

only as general members of the public. Recused persons shall not deliberate or vote on the matter
in question.
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DUNBARTON'S CODE OF ETHICS
Respondant: An official, board member or employee named in a petition submitted
Committee as an inquiry or alleging a violation of the Code of Ethics.
Resident:

A

resident of the

Quasi-judicial Action:

Town

Any

to the Ethics

of Dunbarton.

action where the board or committee has a duty to notify the

potential parties, hear the parties,

and can only decide

after

weighing and considering such

evidence and arguments as the parties choose to lay before them.

Town: The Town of Dunbarton, including
committees.

all

of

its

departments, boards, commissions, and

Town
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DUNBARTON'S CODE OF ETHICS

III.

EXCLUSIONS

The provisions of this Code of Ethics
A.

Any

official,

from
B.

board

shall not

be interpreted so as to bar:

member or employee who is
any Town Meeting;

a resident of the

Town

of Dunbarton

fully participating in

Acceptance of donations for the expressed purpose of financing a
provided such contributions are reported

accordance with

in

political

all local, state

campaign,
and federal

laws which pertain to such donations;

C.

Participation in a matter

board

member

which

relates to a

person or business from which an

or employee has merely purchased goods or services,

if

official,

the individual in

question has no other conflict of interest relating to that person or business;

D. Police officers,

fire fighters,

their official capacities

and other emergency personnel from acting

when responding

to

emergencies

in

in the

course of

accordance with the rules and

regulations of their departments; and,

E.

Supervisors of Town employees from appropriately carrying out personnel policies.
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DUNBARTON'S CODE OF ETHICS
IV.

DUNBARTON ETHICS COMMITTEE

The Town of Dunbarton
•

an Ethics Committee

shall establish

educate officials, board

to:

members and employees of town government regarding

the

provisions of the ethics code,

•

provide advice and counsel to officials, board
issues with

members and employees regarding

hear and resolve ethics complaints which are filed against officials, board

•

ethical

which they are confronted,

members and

employees of town government.

A.

1 )

The Formation
The

Committee shall consist of five residents of the Town of Dunbarton. A quorum of
more committee members shall be necessary to hear any complaint which is filed.

Ethics

three or

2)

Initially, the

At

of the Ethics Committee

Town Moderator

their first meeting, the

shall appoint five residents to serve

a.

which two members

will serve for a one-year term,

b.

which two members

shall serve for a

c.

which member
3.

on the Ethics Committee.

appointed committee members shall detemiine by

lot:

two year term, and

shall serve for a three-year term.

Beginning

in

residents to

March 2002,

fill

the voters of the

Town

of Dunbarton shall elect

open positions on the Ethics Committee. All future members of

the committee shall serve for three-year terms.

4.

Should a vacancy

Committee
tie shall

5.

committee arise, the remaining members of the Ethics
town citizen to serve out the remainder of the term. Any

be resolved by the vote of the

The members of
basis.

in the

shall elect a

the Ethics

Committee

Town

Moderator.

shall elect a chairperson

on an annual

.
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DUNBARTON'S CODE OF ETHICS
B. Education

At the time

1

that

each newly elected or appointed

the oath of office, they shall receive a

have received a copy of

2.

copy of

official,

this code,

board

member

or employee takes

and acknowledge

in writing that

they

this code.

The Ethics Committee shall hold a meeting each spring for newly elected or appointed
officials, board members and employees so they may familiarize themselves with the
provisions of this code.

3.

It

shall be the responsibility of the supervisor of

employee familiarizes themselves with

any new employee

to ensure that the

new

the provisions of this code.

C. Inquiries

Committee shall establish a mechanism by which officials, board members,
employees and residents of the Town of Dunbarton may obtain advice and counsel from the

TTie Ethics

committee regarding

Upon

ethical issues

which may

request of a town official, board

arise

from time

member or employee,

to time.

the Ethics

Committee may

issue a

written advisory opinion in response to such an inquiry.

D. Complaints

1

.

The Ethics Committee

shall:

a.

have the power

b.

establish forms by

Town
c.

to investigate all written complaints

which

of Dunbarton

may

officials,
file

which

are filed;

board members, employees, and residents of the

complaints or request that an inquiry be made;

only review complaints based on alleged violations of Section

I

of this ordinance.

All such requests or complaints must be in writing, shall specify the provision of the code which
the complainant believes

When

was

violated,

and must be signed by a resident of Dunbarton.

signing the complaint, the complainant shall certify that he or she has read the

Ethics, that they believe the matter within the complaint

exhausted

all

is

a fair subject of inquiry,

Code of

and they have

other avenues of relief available to them within our town government.
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DUNBARTON'S CODE OF ETHICS
2.

Any

official,

board

member

or employee against

whom

a written complaint

is

be

filed shall

given a copy of the complaint, and upon written request shall be afforded an opportunity to

be heard and to present evidence to the Ethics Committee.

3.

The Ethics Committee shall have sole discretion for setting rules regarding the conduct of
hearings. The committee shall seek to make sure that both the complainant and the
respondant have an opportunity to be heard and to present evidence, but the committee
limit the testimony

the testimony

4.

and evidence which

and evidence

in

question

is

is

presented to

it

if in

may

the opinion of the committee

irrelevant, unnecessary, redundant, or unreliable.

Committee may require, with sufficient written notice, any official, board member
town government to appear before it to provide testimony regarding pending
complaints. The Ethics Committee, for this purpose, may administer oaths and require the

The

Ethics

or employee of

production of evidence such as documents.

5.

Within

thirty (30)

Committee
shall not

days of concluding an investigation into a written complaint, the Ethics

shall issue a written statement setting forth its findings.

have the power

to

The Ethics Committee

impose any monetary or other penalty, only

to issue a written

statement as set forth above.

VI.

EFFECTIVE DATE

This ordinance shall become effective sixty (60) days after

its

adoption by the voters of the

Town

of Dunbarton.

Thursday. January 25. 2001
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BIRTHS REGISTERED IN DUNBARTON - 2000
NAME

DATE OF BIRTH
February

1,

2000

NAMES OF PARENTS

PLACE OF BIRTH

Erin Jayne Davies

Manchester,

NH

Jason Davies

Jody Davies
February 4, 2000

Jacob Robert Andrews

Concord,

NH

Scott

Andrews

Debra Andrews
February

6,

2000

Daniel Joseph

Murphy

Concord,

NH

John Murphy
Michelle Murphy

February 21, 2000

Brianna Renee Mullen

May

Bailey Nicole

26.

2000

Gagnon

Concord,

NH

Manchester,

Steven Mullen
Diane Mullen

NH

Michael Gagnon
Lorraine

September 30, 2000

October

7,

2000

Gagnon

Desiree Eve Doucet

Concord,

NH

Guy Doucet
Dawn Doucet

Locke Andrew Hansen

Concord,

NH

Brett

Hansen

Adrienne Hansen

NH

October 20, 2000

Kendra Nicole Roux

Manchester,

October 22, 2000

Daniel Allen Breault

Concord,

NH

David Breault
Audra Breault

October 30, 2000

John William McCarte

Concord,

NH

John McCarte

November

24,

2000

Braeden Kent Hansel

Concord,

NH

Lane Hansel
Karen Hansel

November

28,

2000

Skylar

Concord,

NH

Francis Hull IV

December

3,

Roux
Monique Roux
Daniel

Laili

Ann

Hull

McCarte

Mary Hull
2000

Noah Harold

Pelletier

Manchester,

NH

Tony

Pelletier

Christine Pelletier

December

6,

December

26,

2000

2000

Skyla Marie Pooler

Concord,

NH

Jacob Chase Desrosiers

Concord,

NH

Marie Bowles
Edward Pooler
Daniel Desrosiers

Stacey Desrosiers
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MARRIAGES REGISTERED IN DUNBARTON
DATE OF MARRIAGE
January

2000

14,

NAMES OF GROOM AND BRIDE

RESIDENCE

Robert Joseph Dufresne

Auburn,
Auburn,

Meegan Guarino
February 12,2000

February 12,2000

Kevin A. Alfonso
Agatha L. Stevens

James Arthur Williamson
Theresa

April 15,2000

June

3,

2000

2000

August

1

,

5,

2000

August 19,2000

September

9,

2000

September 22, 2000

September 24, 2000

October

October

October

7,

7,

7,

November

2000

2000

2000

24,

2000

Dunbarton,

Goffstown,

Dunbarton,

Mae Gleason

Dunbarton,

Dunbarton,

Francis John Pitocchelli

Dunbarton,

Ann Eschbach

Dunbarton,

Michael

R Moore
M. Hojnacki

Dunbarton,

Julia

Dunbarton,

S.

Burack

NH
NH
NH
NH
NH
NH
NH
NH

NH
NH

NH
NH

Lancaster,

Joseph Wayne Taber
Cheryl Ann Tucci

Dunbarton,

Walter R. Gates

Dunbarton,

Stacy L. Orleans

Dunbarton,

Mark

Dunbarton,

E. Vatcher

NH
NH

Dunbarton,

Emilie Christie

Dunbarton,

NH
NH
NH
NH

Michele R. Seddio

Dunbarton,

Monty

Manchester,

Lyle Blackberg

Katherine

October 1,2000

Dunbarton,

Shawn Thomas Meehan

Thomas

2000

Pockett

Dunbarton,

Dunbarton,

Kris

August

Ann

NH
NH

Leonardo Ariel Toledo
Karen Ann Burgess

Karen
July 2,

2000

-

McLean Chase

Dunbarton,

Cynthia Jean Stanley

Dunbarton,

Comock

Concord,
Concord,

Manfred G. Peschke

Dunbarton,

Soledad G. Salazar

Bogota

William Daniel Westenberg
Shelley Irene Williams

Astoria,

Nnama

Kristen L. Chicoine

—

Astoria,

NH
NH

NH
NH

Heather Lyn Peaslee

Ixe E.

NH
NH

Manchester,

James Frederick Davenport

Brian Darrah

NH
NH

NH

NY
NY

MA

Lynn,
Dunbarton,

NH
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DEATHS REGISTERED IN DUNBARTON
PLACE OF DEATH

DATE OF DEATH
September

15,

1949*

Nicholas Nassikas

Boston,

MA

-

2000

NAMES OF PARENTS
John N. Nassikas,

Jr.

Deena Anderson
January

8.

2000

NH

Helen A. Rossmann

Concord,

Michael A. Gravis

Dunbarton,

Theopoulos Brown
Ollie Schauer

February

5,

2000

NH

Theodore Krawec
Pauline Kolodziej

2000

February

16.

March

2000

Judith Marie Lentz

Houston,

Joan A. Dugrenier

Boston,

TX

Joseph Lentz
Margaret E. Earle

6,

MA

Frank Woodbury
Eleanor Lamora

March

8.

2000

Helen B. Mills

Nashua,

NH

Ray Reed
Gertrude Fifield

March 19.2000

Emma

March

Clarence B.

Alice Hadley

Nashua,

NH

John Beland

Mary Janvier
23.

2000

Famum

NH

Manchester,

Herbert

Famum

Agnes Pangbum
April 6,

2000

NH

Eleanor H. Pultz

Concord,

Drew

Dunbarton,

Herbert Hooper

Mary Gramont
April 10,2000

A. Davis

NH

Melvin

E.

Davis

Alexandra A. Hennas
April 25, 2000

Gertrude W. LaFleur

Boscawen,

NH

Arthur Stevens
Ida Watts

April 28,

2000

Shirley

W. DeSutter

Orlando,

Wayne

E. Warriner, Sr.

Warner,

FL

Earle Clayton Wilson

Edith Adelia Hills

May

26,

2000

NH

Walter Warriner

Molly Alexander

May

28,

2000

Helen W. Montgomery Concord,

NH

Josiah Walker

Minnie Smith

May

30,

2000

Eleanor G. Zachary

Concord,

NH

Henry Cox
Lizzie Ballard
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DEATHS REGISTERED IN DUNBARTON
DATE OF DEATH

NAME

June 17,2000

Stuart

PLACE OF DEATH
Montgomery

Concord,

NH

-

NAMES OF PARENTS
Donald B. Montgomery
Helen

July

1,

Grace W. Marsh

2000

Waterville,

ME

2000

F

Walker^

Nathaniel E. Wheeler

Annie Harthom

July 23,

2000

Brian S. Stilson

Chester,

NH

Carl Stilson

Barbara Willette

September

8,

2000

Elmer Charles Heino

Dunbarton,

NH

August

F

Heino

Lena

December

29,

2000

Forrest

F.

Fogg

Dunbarton,

NH

Arthur Fogg

Gladys Hall
* Re-interred in

I

Dunbarton Center Cemetery

hereby certify that the preceding returns of births, marriages and deaths registered

of Dunbarton in 2000 are correct according to the best of

my knowledge

Linda L. Peters

Town

Clerk

and

belief.

in the

Town

Town
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DUNBARTON SCHOOL BOARD
TERM EXPIRES
John Herlihy, Chair

2003

Michael Lessard. Vice Chair

2002

Ann Noyes

2001

Kenneth Swayze

2002

Jeffery Trexler

2001

Betty

OFFICERS OF THE SCHOOL DISTRICT

TERM EXPIRES
Moderator

Fred Mullen

Clerk

Joanne Johnson

2002
2002

Treasurer

Kim

2002

Little

ADMINISTRATION
Lockwood
Mary Heath

Superintendent of Schools

Dr. Darrell

Assistant Superintendent

Susan Ratnoff

Assistant Superintendent

Business Manager

Michele Croteau

Dunbarton Elementary School

Staff

Mr. Charles A. Gaides

Principal

Administrative Assistant

Kindergarten

Kindergarten Instructional Assistant

Multiage Grade One and

Two

Mrs. Betty

Ann Monahan

Mr

Roger Blazon

Mrs. Pennie Cloughley
Mrs. Susan Johonnett

Grade One

Mrs. Lisa Turcotte

Grade One

Ms. Lisa Belhumeur

Grade Three

Mrs. Bonnie Bateman

Grade Three

Mrs. Lucille Corriveau

Primary/ Chapter

1

Instructional Assistant

Mrs. Krystyne Groves

Grade Four

Mrs. Joan Livsey

Grade Four

Mrs. Melinda Spill

Grade Five/Six

Ms. Sarah MacKenzie

Grade Five/Six

Mrs. Karri Peterson

Grade Five/Six
Art Teacher

Mss. Mollie Souter
Mrs. Michelle Fuller

Town
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Mr. Stuart Goldstein

Physical Education

Mrs. Karen Landsman

Music Teacher (Choral)
Music Teacher

Mrs. Susan Yost

(Strings)

Music Teacher (Instrumental
Special Education Facilitator

of Dunbarton Annual Report

&

Band)

Mr. Jeff Jenkins

Mrs. Karen Kulic

Special Education

Mrs. Zsuzsa Lindh

Special Education Assistant

Mrs. Kelly StOnge

Special Education Assistant

Speech Therapist
Reading Specialist
Nurse

Guidance Counselor
Occupational Therapist

COTA
Information Specialist
Information Center Assistant
Instructional Assistant

Mrs.

Wendy

Perron

Mrs. Margie Pierson
Mrs. Marilyn

St.

George

Mrs. Christine Large,
Mrs. Mary

RN

AmRhein

Mrs. Barbara Weeks

Ms. Deborah Chamberlin
Mrs. Karen Landsman
Mrs. Melissa Fandrich
Mrs. Donna Duchesneau

Instructional Assistant

Mrs. Evelyn Gamett

Instructional Assistant

Mrs. Pamela Goodick

Head Custodian
Assistant Custodian

Food Service Director
Assistant Head Cook
Office Assistant

Mr. Philip Poehler
Mr. Gary Odesse

Mrs. Adele Poulin
Mrs. Heidi Snook
Mrs. Elaine Ouellet
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OCTOBER ENROLLMENTS

1997- 2001**

DUNBARTON ELEMENTARY SCHOOL
GRADE

.
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REPORT OF THE DUNBARTON SCHOOL BOARD
The 2000-2001 School Board began its implementation of the voter's wishes soon after the
meeting in March of 2000. Work began for a public Kindergarten program at Dunbarton
Elementary School. Roger Blazon (former DES T' grade teacher) applied and was hired as the new
Kindergarten teacher. Lisa Turcotte, who came to the district as a first year teacher, filled his
position. Mr. Blazon's new assignment was to teach two half-day Kindergarten classes - a morning
and an afternoon session. His summer was spent enthusiastically painting and setting up his new
classroom. When September finally arrived, so did the new kindergartners (34 five year olds) as
District

well as Governor Jeanne Shaheen. After a short celebration of our

Shaheen spent time

in the

classroom reading to the children.

new program addition. Governor

The program has proven

to be a

successful addition to the education of our youth.

Another project voted in by the townsfolk was the construction of an additional classroom to
house our Kindergarten class for the school year 200 -02. Our Building Committee advised that we
1

complete the excavation

in

foundation work during the

and foundation work during the summer of 2000.

summer of 2000. we completed the excavation

We are now ahead of schedule and plan completion

well before September of 2001

A

planning committee was also voted

the School Administrative Unit #19.

in to

study the potential withdrawal of the district from

They have

We

periodically kept us abreast of their work.

await their recommendation which will be presented

at this year's District

Meeting

in

March.

The Enrichment, Gifted and Talented Program, which was funded by the voters via the budget,
in October of 2000. The teacher that was hired full time, Karen Landsman, is responsible for
Media Center programs, music enrichment, and the enrichment, gifted and talented program for

began
the
all

students at Dunbarton Elementary School.

The School Board would like to acknowledge the new staff at DES for this school year: Sarah
MacKenzie - 5"' grade Language Arts & Social Studies, Karri Peterson - 5"' & 6"" grade Science &
Math, Zsuzsu Lindh - Special Education Teacher, Susan Yost - Music Teacher (strings), Jeff Jenkins
- Music Teacher (instruments & band), as well as Lisa Turcotte (mentioned earlier) - I" grade
In closing, the

School Board would

and administration
to

for

like to express its appreciation to all

making Dunbarton Elementary School

grow and improve.

Respectfully submitted by the Dunbarton School Board:

John Herlihy, Chairperson
Michael Lessard, Vice Chairperson

Ann Noyes
Ken Swayze

Betty

Jeff Trexler

a learning

of the volunteers,

environment

staff,

that continues

Town
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RECORD OF THE DUNBARTON SCHOOL
DISTRICT MEETING
March 11.2000

Saturday,

The annual school district meeting of the Town of Dunbarton was called to order by moderator, Fred Mullen
at 2:00 p.m. The moderator indicated that voting for elected school officers will take place on Tuesday,
March 14, 2000. The moderator asked John Herlihy to lead the assembly in the Pledge of Allegiance. The
moderator indicated

that the voters

The moderator introduced

needed to get

their voting cards with the supervisors of the checklist.

the following individuals:

Moderator:

Fred Mullen

School Board Members:

John Herlihy (Chairman)
Michael Lessard (Vice Chairman, absent)

Ann Noyes
Ken Swayze

Betty

Jeffrey Trexler

School District Clerk:

Joanne Johnson

Principal:

Charles Gaides

Supervisors of the Checklist:

Sandra Lekebusch
Patricia

Mann

Constables:

Don Andrews,

Superintendent:

Dr

Asst. Superintendent:

Mary Heath

Darrell

J.

Pat Payette

Lockwood, Ed.

Michelle Croteau

Business Manager:

The Moderator reviewed

the date for the

town meeting, which

is

March

Parliamentary procedure, including the procedure for reconsideration.

Audet, to

whom

the

D

14,

2000. The moderator reviewed

He congratulated and

thanked Simon

town report was dedicated.

The moderator accepted

a

motion by John Herlihy, which was seconded by Ken Swayze,

to

waive the

reading of the warrant, which was passed on a voice vote.

ARTICLE

1

The moderator read
District determine

Article

1

.

John Herlihy, made a motion, which was seconded by Jeff Trexler, that the
fix the compensation

and appoint the salaries of the School Board and Truant Officer, and

of any other officer or agent of the District, or to take any other action
referred to page 98 of the

town report

to

review these

Al Statute made a motion, which was seconded,

in relation thereto.

The Assembly was

salaries.

to increase the

School Board members' salaries

Town
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SCHOOL DISTRICT MEETING (Cont'd)
to $500 per year. Jeff Trexler was recognized and spoke against
was defeated by a show of hands.

from $250

Jeff Williams

and indicated

The

The motion

was recognized and asked about the increase in liability insurance. Ken Swayze was recognized
that he would address that when the board addresses the operating budget.

was passed by

Article

the salary increase.

a

show of hands.

ARTICLE 2
The moderator read

Article 2,

which was moved by Ken Swayze and seconded by Betty Ann Noyes,

the reports of Agents, Auditors,
thereto.

It

was indicated

The ARTICLE passed by

ARTICLE

Committees or Officers of the

District, or to take

these are found on pages 72-87 of the

a

town

any other action

to hear

in relation

report.

show of hands.

3

The moderator read

Article 3,

which was moved by Jeff Trexler and seconded by John Herlihy, to see if the
Two Hundred Thirty -Three Thousand

School District will vote to raise and appropriate a sum not to exceed

Dollars ($233, 000.00) for the purpose of implementing a half-time kindergarten program for the

Town

of

Dunbarton. The operating cost of running the program within the existing building for Fiscal Year 2000-

2001

shall not

exceed Sixty -One Thousand Dollars ($61, 000.00). The cost

to

fund the construction and

One Hundred Seventy amount shall be raised by general
taxation and seventy-five (75%) shall be provided by a State of New Hampshire Kindergarten Construction
Grant. This appropriation is in addition to Warrant Article #5 which is the Operating Budget Article.
other related expenses for one additional classroom for future use shall not exceed

Two Thousand

Jeff Trexler

Dollars ($172, 000.00).

Twenty -Five (25%) of

was recognized and introduced Carol

Kilmister,

who

this

is

a

member of the Kindergarten Planning

Committee. Carol introduced the other members. She discussed how the committee researched implementing
public kindergarten, and the asked to recognize Debbie Jore.

Debbie Jore discussed why kindergarten

is

important, including statistics supporting the benefits of kindergarten. She then specifically discussed the
benefits of the public kindergarten for the

Town

of Dunbarton, as well as the disadvantages, primarily the

increase in taxes and the 20 year building commitment.

who disccussed how

Debbie then asked

to recognize Carol Kilmister

kindergarten will be implemented, including the timing, location and program options.

Carol then asked that Chuck Gaides be recognized.

The moderator polled

agreed by voice vote, to allow Chuck Gaides to speak, since he

Chuck Gaides spoke regarding

is

the need for an addition for kindergarten.

student population and the utilization of the 12

rooms

the

Assembly and

the voters

not a resident.

He

discussed the actual/projected

in the existing building.

was asked to speak and discussed the construction features and costs. Jeff discussed the large
amount of state construction aid available for this project, 75% of capital costs in the first year and another
7 1/2% of capital costs over the following 5 years. Jeff explained the projected student enrollment and

Jeff Trexler

related expenses (including a

breakdown of annual operating and

capital

Town
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SCHOOL DISTRICT MEETING (Cont'd)
expenses).

He

then discussed income, including Kindergarten Construction Grant

NH

construction costs),

State Building

costs). Kindergarten aid (anticipated at

and 200

1

-

Aide (30% of the remaining

25%

(75% of

start-up

$750 per kindergarten student each year for school years 2000-2001

2002), Adequacy Education Grant or Claremont Aid (S 1 600 per kindergarten student hopefully
,

starting in school year

2002

2003). Jeff then reviewed the net cost and property tax rate impact over the

-

following three school years. Jeff then discussed the

summary of

The moderator opened up

Linda Montgomery was recognized and asked

the floor for discussion.

findings and recommendations.

kindergartners would have lunch here in the building

if

David Kremidas was recognized and asked what an

eligible kindergartner was.

the eligible age
that

is 5.

they attended half-day sessions.

David asked why the term wasn't kindergarten-aged child,

would have been a good

Stephanie Herlihy was recognized and asked what happens

state verifying the

Jeff Williams

3-21

under Federal

if

that a

copy of

Jeff

Board has a

letter

Building aid.

Ann responded

that

it

did not, since

we

the town's liability with respect to

are already responsible for children aged

statute.
to the per pupil state aid. Betty

no, there just has to be a kindergarten curriculum in place, which there

that curriculum

is at

the school office for

Dan Lynch was recognized and asked how we can

we be

will

him

is

It

was explained

that that aid is there.

when the
Dan also

guaranteed to continue to receive

not guaranteed, but the Board has spoken with reliable sources

and the Legislature and there

is.

see.

receive the state kindergarten construction aid

how

questioned, with respect to the Claremont issue,
it's

anyone to

Jeff Trexler assured

state is facing a multi-million dollar deficit.

Jeff Trexler said

no.

Ann responded that
to which Betty Ann responded
Betty

the state aid funding falls through.

Jason Davis was recognized and asked whether there are any strings attached

Ann responded

the

the funding falls through, although the

if

was recognized and asked whether kindergarten increases

special education. Betty

if

The answer was

idea.

Trexler indicated that the taxes would be higher

from the

and

of the start-up and construction

legislation in progress to fund the aid. Betty

at the

this aid.

Dept. of Education

Ann discussed

the implications

of voting for Constitutional Amendment, which could result in a huge property tax increase. Dan Lynch
questioned why the building costs in the following school year couldn't be addressed at subsequent school
district meetings. Jeff

Trexler indicated the state aid

seeking state aid as well.

We

should get on the

Dan Gobin was recognized and asked why
included in the

start

up

She asked for

that the tax rate

drying up in 2002 and

clarification

it

didn't necessarily have to be included there.

the Board on the

on the property tax impact,

would be about $13 higher

may be used up by other towns

the $12,000 for architectural and engineering design fees were

costs. Jeff Trexler indicated that

JoAnn Malloy was recognized and commended
voters.

is

list.

in

200

-

if

amount of information provided

aid doesn't

come

in.

2001.

Susan Koerber was recognized and spoke of her support for public Kindergarten. She indicated
effort has

been going on since 1987.

to the

Jeff Trexler explained

that this

Town
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SCHOOL DISTRICT MEETING (Cont'd)
Margaret Venator was recognized and offered $1,000 to the Dunbarton School
support of kindergarten
Scott Ives
Phil

stating she attended

- -

District, representing her

50 years ago.

was recognized and spoke of the need to have kindergarten, regardless of whether state aid

Walker was recognized and observed

that

we could be one of the

country not offering kindergarten to kindergarten aged children,

last

communities

if this article is

in

is

received.

both the state and

At present,

not passed.

there are only 28 school districts in the country without public kindergarten.

Deborah Lynch was recognized and asked why the public kindergarten cost
private kindergarten. Jeff Trexler indicated that the cost

is

is

double that of the average

was confirmed other voters.
voting on Article 3. The moderator

actually less. This

Brian Little presented a signed petition, asking for a paper ballot for

explained the procedure for paper ballot voting, and verified with the Supervisors of the Checklist that the
signatures were by registered voters.

There was a break

in the

tallied. The moderator announced
Out of 186 registered voters voting, 146 voted yes, 39 voted no and the

meeting while voting occurred and the votes were

on Article

the results of voting

3.

moderator abstained. The Article passed.
Nicholas Holmes was recognized and moved, which was seconded, to

moderator suggested that he make a motion to reconsider

and moved, which was seconded by
reconsider the article.

Kim

it

restrict reconsideration

Belanger, to reconsider Article

The motion was defeated by

a

of Article

3.

The

now. Nicholas Holmes withdrew his earlier motion
3.

Nick Holmes asked

that

we

not

show of hands.

ARTICLE 4
The moderator read

which was moved by John Herlihy and seconded by Ken Swayze, to see if the
RSA 194-C:2 to create a Planning Committee to study the potential
from School Administrative Unit #19, whose membership shall include two

Article 4,

School District will vote pursuant to
withdrawal of the District

members of the School Board, appointed by
by the moderator or

the Board,

to take other action related hereto,

and five members of the community

and

to raise

to

be appointed

and appropriate the sum of Five Hundred

Dollars ($500.00) for the expenses of the Committee. This appropriation

is in

addition to Warrant Article

#5, the Operating Budget Article.

John Herlihy was recognized and stated

would explore
Jeff Williams

if this

was

his support for this article.

He

also explained that this committee

a feasible action for Dunbarton.

was recognized and asked if we have the ability to bail out of our current Area agreement. John
we would like to "manage" our own SAU, and it does not tie in with the current Goffstown
that the SAU provides managerial/fiscal/sped services. The Area

Herlihy indicated that

Area Agreement. Betty Ann Noyes explained

Agreement

is

with Goffstown School District and provides education services for grades

7-12.

was recognized and asked if Goffstown could raise our tuition since they may pass a Bond Issue
High School. It was explained a tuition raise could occur but only after the building is completely
finished and reassessed. It is then figured into the rental charge. John Herlihy and Betty Ann Noyes spoke
about the need for hard work that will be involved in this committee.
Scott Ives
for the

The moderator confirmed what Betty Ann discussed.
Article 4 was passed by a show of hands.

Town
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SCHOOL DISTRICT MEETING (Cont'd)
ARTICLE

5

The moderator read
if

Article 5,

which was moved by Betty Ann Noyes, and seconded by Ken Swayze, to see
Two Million Nine Hundred Seven Thousand Five Hundred

the District will vote to raise and appropriate

Forty -One Dollars ($2.907,54 1 .00) for the support of schools, for the payment of statutory and contractual
obligations of the District, or to take any other action in relation thereto. Note: This warrant article (Operating

Budget) does not include the appropriations made
Betty

Ann Noyes was

number of

in

ANY other warrant articles.

recognized and indicated that the

students in the middle and high schools

next year), higher tuition costs

(

total increase is a

6.2%, and higher special education costs

at

14.7%

increase,

due

to higher

16 more in middle school plus 2 more in high school
at

6.7% (several out-of-district
The remaining increase is

placements). She indicated that there has been an increase in teacher assistants.
distributed through

all

other areas of the budget and comprises

who perform

enrichment program for students
excel.

Secretarial,

maintenance and nursing

bus contract. The food service increase

Ken Swayze was recognized and

is

.service

discussed the

.8% of the

total increase.

hours have been increased.

wash because

a

1

We have added an

well above their indicated level and to encourage others to

We

have signed a 5-year

this area is self-sustaining.

liability insurance, indicating that

he didn't

know why

it

has

SAU has not provided a definitive answer as to why the premiums have increased. The
is that the insurance company didn't know that the SAU actually represents three school

increased so much, the
tentative explanation
districts.

They

currently are procuring costs

Norm Roberge was
BeHy Ann

sources.

recognized and asked
indicated that there

pay three times the average

and

was some revenue coming back

to us

from

state or federal

80% of the balance. Norm
Ann explained that there is a one-year lag before receipt of state

then the state pays approximately

increase. Betty

$43,000

this

there

anticipated revenue from Catastrophic Aid, but the District needs to

state tuition first,

Roberge questioned the revenue
aid

is

from several insurance providers.

if

covers

year's

this

expenses

(1999

-

2000).

was recognized and asked what the Federal reimbursement is. Betty Ann indicated that they
pay 40%, but the government pays no more than 8-10%, and the monies do not come to us
Jeff asked "What can we the taxpayers do?", to which Betty Ann responded "Talk to Senator

Jeff Williams

are

mandated

directly.

to

Gregg." Jeff Williams asked whether the law allows unfunded mandates any longer.

Dan Lynch was recognized and
Articles at

future district

stated that he

is

upset that so

meetings to appear

David Kremidas was recognized and suggested a
Article 5

was passed by

ARTICLE

a

many of the voters left before Article 5 and wants the
the order of largest dollar amount first.

in

class action suit against the federal government.

show of hands.

6

The moderator read

Article 6,

other business that

may come

which was moved by ken Swayze and seconded by Jeff Trexler to transact any
before said meeting.

its own zip code.
The
He discussed his conversations with various census officials, regarding Dunbarton

Al Statuto was recognized and mentioned the importance of Dunbarton having

moderator reiterated

this.
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SCHOOL DISTRICT MEETING (Cont'd)
having
1

its

own

To correct our addresses,
www.2000.gov

zip code.

(800) 471-9424 or at

Norm Roberge was

recognized and moved, which was seconded, that

of the School District Meeting, demanding the
federal law.

the moderator urged

all

residents to contact the census at

.

The motion was passed by

a

full

40%

we

write to our legislators in the

show of hands. He then

drafted a letter to be sent to Senators

Gregg and Smith, Representatives Bass and Sununu, President Clinton and Governor Shaheen.
There was a motion, which was seconded, to conclude

this

meeting

Respectfully submitted,

Joanne M. Johnson
School District Clerk

Election results:

One year School
JeffTrexler

Board:
Votes

409

Three year School Board:

John Herlihy

Votes

344

name

funding of special education services mandated by

at

4:38

p.

m.
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REPORT OF THE SUPERINTENDENT OF SCHOOLS
Darrell

J.

Lockwood, Ed.D.

Advancing Student Learning
Our mission is to develop and support an educational community
learning for

all

that

advances rigorous standards for

The 1999-2000 school year continued to
school districts of School Administrative Unit #19 as we worked

students, resulting in high student achievement.

provide opportunities and challenges to the

toward accomplishing this mission. We continue
behalf of our growing student population.

to appreciate the support

provided by our communities on

Enrollments

Dunbarton Elementary School's enrollment went from 181 students in June 1999 to 177 students in June
2000. The addition of Kindergarten in September 2000 increased total enrollment to over 200 students.
Student population in Goffstown grew from 2,7 2 students in June 999 to 2,789 in June 2000. We anticipate
growth of an additional 100 students by June 2001. This growth continues to put stress on the capacities of
1

our

facilities, particularly

New

1

Mountain View Middle School.

Boston Central School had 438 students

in

June 1999. This number increased slighdy

to

446 by June 2000.

Professional Development

and local school improvement initiatives center on the belief that all students can
and perform to high standards. While the performance to high standards is the goal of

National, state
learn

education, getting there involves direct focus on the educational process.

Few school

administrators would dispute the contention that their most important responsibilities in this

process are to provide professional growth opportunities and insightful performance evaluation
feedback for their staff members. With this in mind, a priority for our work and a focus of our
time this past year has been on developing an Integrated Model for Advancing Student Learning.
The model was derived from surveys and discussions with SAU #19 teachers and administrators,

community engagement forums, and through a synthesis of theory and research on adult
development, organizational change, and teacher supervision and evaluation.

The purpose of the model

is to provide a framework for teaching and learning. Its foundation is built on the
premise that all children can learn. We developed a Professional Practice Profile that serves as a guide that
emphasizes the connections among expectations and understandings teachers have about themselves, their
students and student learning. As the process evolves over the school year, it will be fashioned to facilitate
and enhance teacher development of the knowledge and skills necessary to successfully teach the children
of the 21" Century. This process connects personal reflection on practice, job embedded professional

development, teacher certification, supervision and evaluation of staff, and continuous school improvement.

The integrated model formalizes
the work within each function.

Our

professional development

Education and by

the linkages of these various functions;

work has been recognized by

many surrounding

the

New

it

encourages the overlapping of

Hampshire Department of

school districts as exemplary. Teachers and administrators have

presented this body of work to the Professional Standards Board and to several school districts involved
in initial stages

of similar work.

Curriculum/Program Development
to our curriculum and programs. New Language Arts/Reading materials
elementary classrooms. Our Mathematics committee studied materials and programs to

The year brought many changes
were

utilized in all

Town
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the end of the school year, to purchase Everyday
Musical Strings Program started in Goffstown for Grade 3
students. This program grew to include Grade 4 this year. Dunbarton and New Boston are following this
lead and developing additional music programs for students. International Languages returned to Mountain
View Middle School in the form of an introductory course in 1999-2000. The program expanded to include
first year French and Spanish this school year. Advanced Placement Courses at the Goffstown AREA High
School continue to be developed. A multi-year plan to offer Advanced Placement courses in all core subjects

support the curriculum and

Math

is

made recommendations, toward

materials for elementary classrooms.

A

well underway.

community, planned several changes
from where students go when they arrive in the morning, to
how long a class period should be, were topics of study. The most significant change was the implementation
of the block schedule for this school year The hiring of a new principal became an opportunity to involve
the entire community. Students, faculty, parents and community members participated in the screening
process the school board designed. The process attracted quality candidates and resulted in the hiring of

The high school

students, faculty and administration, with input from the

for their program.

Principal

Mark

The

entire school structure,

Roth.

The Goffstown AREA High School Varsity Boys Basketball team won
championship for an unprecedented second year in a row. The Varsity Boys Baseball team
joined this heralded group with the Class Championship in the spring. The success of the Goffstown Little
League team this past year ensures that we will undoubtedly see more baseball championships in the future.
Extra-curricular activities were also reviewed and expanded. Frank McBride, the high school Athletic
Director, instituted an expanded intramural program for students. Friends of Hockey financially supported
the beginning of a club hockey team. The team achieved a great deal of success and the School Board
supported the clubs move to a varsity sport for the 2000-2001 year Wrestling was approved for the 20002001 school year and plans for a club football team in 2001-2002 were also approved.
Sports teams had successful years.
their division

I

School Safety Plans

We

take pride in the welcoming atmosphere and tradition of open doors in our schools. However, as our
schools have grown in size and complexity, we have become increasingly concerned with issues of safety

Undoubtedly, you have become aware of some of our safety-related policies and regulations.
have signs on exterior doors requesting visitors to check-in at the Main Office. This step, though
is in no way intended to limit visits or active involvement in the life of the school. (Please
note that I, as Superintendent of Schools, sign-in when I visit our schools.) In addition to fire drills, safety
drills simulating a variety of hazardous situations have become a part of our security program.

and

security.

We now

inconvenient,

Traffic tlow in our parking areas

is

an ongoing concern. In cooperation with local police departments we are
In particular, we would like to thank members of the New Boston

continually looking at these issues.

community

for their patience in dealing with parking

and

traffic

flow issues during building construction

and renovation.
School Facilities
Schools continue to be utilized for multiple uses. Recreation programs are active in all of our schools. Selffunded After School Programs exist at each elementary school in the SAU. Summer School programs were
held at Maple Avenue, Mountain View Middle School. New Boston Central School and Goffstown AREA
High School. Staffing custodial positions has been a challenge in all three of our districts. Despite being
shorthanded at times, ongoing maintenance plans have proceeded. Goffstown Facilities Director Jerry Agate
warrants special recognition. He and his staff have done a marvelous job of creating inviting educational
environments for our increasing numbers of students and for a variety of community uses of the facilities.
We encourage you to come and take a look at our progress.
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An

was completed

addition, and renovation project

result

is

make

New

Boston Central School this past summer. The
community members endured the inconvenience
educational process. Principal Rick Matthews worked tirelessly to
at

a tribute to the community. Students, staff, and the

of construction by making
certain that the

it

a part of the

community received

a quality product.

With the completion of an addition and playground just barely behind them, the Dunbarton District voted in
March to implement kindergarten in their school. School Board member Jeff Trexler and Assistant
Superintendent Mary Heath led the development of the proposal, which includes yet another addition to the
Dunbarton Elementary School. Foundation work was completed this past summer and construction will
begin

in the

Spring 2001.

Last year, the Goffstown Building Needs Study Committee, under the able leadership of School Board

members Ellen Vermokowitz and John

Stafford,

recommended a $ 10,850,000 plan for renovation and additions

to the Goffstown AREA High School. They also recommended the purchase of land and the development
of plans for an additional elementary school to alleviate the overcrowding at Mountain View Middle School.

The plan would have allowed

for the addition of Kindergarten and the transferring of Grade 4 students to an
elementary environment. This comprehensive plan brought forth in March 2000 was defeated. The School

AREA High School renovation
High School Building Study Committee was reformed and charged with developing
Middle school and elementary
1 ,995,000 project will be voted on in March 2001
needs are currently listed on the Capital Improvements Plan for the year 2004.
Board, therefore, redirected efforts concentrated on addressing Goffstown

and addition needs.
a plan.

The plan

A

for an $

1

.

Volunteer Recognition

New Hampshire Partners in

Education again bestowed the Blue Ribbon Award for volunteerism to the New
Boston Central School, Dunbarton Elementary School, and two Goffstown Schools, namely: Mountain
View Middle School and Maple Avenue Elementary. Bartlett School has begun to count the numerous hours
registered by volunteers and we fully expect they will be award winners next year. Whether in classrooms,
boardrooms, or committee rooms, we appreciate ALL school volunteers in each of our school buildings.

School Structure
The Dunbarton School District welcomed kindergartners to their school this school year due to the
positive vote in March 2000. Governor Shaheen participated in the ribbon cutting ceremony and
read stories to students at the opening ceremony.

New Boston School District voted to study the addition of Kindergarten. The School Board appointed
a committee to perform the study. Assistant Superintendent Mary Heath facilitated the group and
provided them with research and technical assistance. The group 's report has resulted in a proposal
to
in

add half-day kindergarten at New Boston Central School. The proposal will go before the voters
March 2001. School Board support at this time is largely due to the 75% building aid offered by

the State for this project.

As mentioned elsewhere in this report, plans for inclusion of public kindergarten in Goffstown were
put on hold this past March after the defeat of the comprehensive school facilities plan. The School
Board plans to revisit this issue after addressing the high school needs. Continuation of state
financial incentives for Kindergarten will likely determine the next steps

in this

review process.

Governance/Management Review
Legislation passed by the New Hampshire Legislature created an expiration date of 2008
Authorized Regional Enrollment Area

New Boston to review the Grade 7-

1

(AREA) Agreements.

for all existing

This will require Dunbarton, Goffstown and

2 Agreement in order to develop a successor agreement or to determine

other directions. School Boards have begun to discuss the process each local board will implement to develop
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members of

the

communities and

will

be

date.

The Dunbarton School District voted to have a local review of SAU membership and existing or possible
alternatives. The District Moderator appointed members to this committee. In addition, the Superintendent
of Schools and Charles Gaides. Principal, provided research and technical support for the study. The fmdings.
supporting the continued membership of the Dunbarton School District in SAU #19, will be reported to the
District

meeting

in

March.

Staff

We were pleased at the quality candidates brought forth in our high .school principal search. The background
and leadership style of our new principal, Mark Roth, nicely complements the

staff

and administration

at the

high school.

Finding and retaining qualified staff

is

the issue for the

new millennium. Once again,

administrators worked

summer to recruit new professional staff. The greatest areas of concern remain in Special
Education, Foreign Language, Science and Mathematics. The long-term contracts in each of our districts
continue to assist us in attracting new personnel. We thank our School Boards for their work and our
communities for the ongoing support. The effects of the economy and full employment have not been

diligently this past

entirely relegated to the professional staff Support staff hiring continues to be difficult. Educational assistants,

School Boards increased the amount of pay for
and that has shown dividends. However, we must continue to be diligent in tackling the
need to provide quality work environments where employees are appreciated for their efforts. Research
tells us that a compliment for a job well done goes a long way! Please catch someone doing something well

custodians, and food service staff are in high demand.
substitutes this year

and

let

them know

it!

also experienced staffing changes. Carol Kilmister was hired this
Resources/Public Information Manager. An opening for an Assistant
Superintendent and Special Education Director allowed for some reorganization. These two positions were
combined into one position. Assistant Superintendent for Student Services. Sue Ratnoff joined SAU #19 in
that capacity in October 2000.

The School Administrative Office has
past

summer

as the

Human

Recognition

members retired from our schools during the 1999-2000 school year. We send best wishes to
Margaret Battey - Maple Avenue Elementary School; Gail Barker - Mountain View Middle School; and
Susan Bradbury and Judith Swan.son - Goffstown AREA High School. We would also like to recognize

Several staff

Luane Tabor who
indebted for their

retired

many

from her receptionist position

in the

Superintendent's Office.

We

are forever

years of service to our students.

Acknowledgements are also due to board members who have completed their work. They are New Boston
School Board members Cathleen Strausbaugh and Deb O'Rourke and Goffstown School Board members
Karl MacGibbon, Ginny McKinnon and Ryan Levesque (student member). Thank you for your generous
work on behalf of our students.
Last but not least,

many two and

let

me

share with you

how proud

four-year colleges of their choice.

I

am

of our students. Students are being accepted to

They continue to have success on

the playing field.

Drama

and music programs are flourishing in all of our schools. Student artwork has received New Hampshire and
New England recognition. Indeed there is much reason to be plea.sed with student achievement.

we continue to give thanks to school boards, employees, school volunteers, parents and citizens
who have contributed to the past and present accomplishments of our students. Your continued support and
In closing,

cooperation

is

essential to our students' success.
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DUNBARTON ELEMENTARY SCHOOL
REPORT OF THE PRINCIPAL - 2000
Beginning -The first part of initial stage of anything; commencing;
setting something in motion.

We have survived the many challenges of
we enter the
to

last

year of the millennium

1

999, experienced the changes, and completed the transitions.

As

we have begun anew. We have rededicated our school and ourselves

expose and correct the bad habits of the past, to develop better ways of providing a solid education to our
and to support the ideas and procedures which ultimately lead to advancing student learning. We
New Hampshire!

students,

are striving to be the best elementary school in

Throughout the months leading to the end of the 1999-2000 school year phrases like "Advancing Student
Learning": "Birthday Bash"; and "Spring Fling"; became commonplace in our school. A new quarterly
newsletter "Dunbarton School Bells" was inaugurated and distributed to the community. Yes, we had changed
and we had begun anew.
the school year saw one of our most beloved and respected first year teachers Beth Kantor
Walmart "Teacher of the Year" award. An honor well deserved. We were so proud. And then
we learned that she was leaving and going back to Connecticut. It was a true disappointment. We wished
her the best and told her that if she ever wanted to come back we would be thrilled. The end of the school
year also saw the retirement of our Information Specialist, Lorraine Forest. She will be missed. We wish
them both, success wherever they may go.

The end of
receive the

During the summer the teachers and administration participated in the New Hampshire State Department of
Education's B.E.S.T Schools program in Nashua and came back revitalized and ready to begin the journey,
anew. The summer also saw a portion of the playground moved and the beginning of a new addition to the
school. It also saw two new Custodians, Gary Odesse and Phil Poehler. More beginnings.

We opened the

by the Governor, Jeanne Shaheen who came to celebrate
one in SAU#19! Roger Blazon, the new Kindergarten
teacher was so excited. The beginning of the school year saw another influx of teachers who were just
beginning their school years at Dunbarton. We welcome Lisa Turcotte, grade 1; Zsuzsa Lindh, Special
Education; Sarah MacKenzie, English/Language Arts, grade 5; Karri Peterson Science/Mathematics, grade
5 and 6; and Karen Landsman, Enrichment, Music and Information Center. This was a new beginning for
2000-2001 school year with a

new

the opening of our

Kindergarten.

The

visit

first

them. The year also began with Karen Kulick taking on the added,
Facilitator K-12, for the

As

Dunbarton School

new

responsibility of Special Education

District.

B.E.S.T Schools project we have designed and are perfecting a process

part of our

that will integrate

teacher evaluation and supervision, professional development, teacher recertification, and the local goals

improvement. The intent is to create a process. The Professional Practice Profile, in which
their learning around the development of standards and assessment of student
work, evaluating both student learning and the effectiveness of their own teaching process. The outcome
would be a greater appreciation for what matters and what works, as well as what needs to change to

for educational

teachers

would organize

advance student learning.

We have survived the many challenges of
year 2000

we have

set in place

1999, experienced the changes, and completed the transitions. In the

new procedures

in Special

Education and

to advance student learning through an examination of professional

enters the year

our

new

200

1

,

we have begun

practice.

to

improve instruction

As Dunbarton Elementary School

we are proud of our school and our students, energetic in our approach to education, clear in

beginnings, and resolute in our mission.

We

look forward to the future!
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MOUNTAIN VIEW MIDDLE SCHOOL
Rose LaRochelle-Colby, Principal
Sandra Davis and James Doig
Associate Principals

September of 1999, Mountain View Middle School welcomed 1257 students to our school.
9 New Boston students, and 49 Dunbarton students our dedicated
089 Goffstown students,
staff of middle level educators began team building and community building to start the year Set
back behind the North Wing, one team of 8"" grade students was housed in a double portable
classroom. With some extra planning in the area of building safety, our students and staff soon
In

With

1 1

1

became comfortable

in their

,

new classroom

space.

began drafting grade level essential understandings drawn
ongoing curriculum study, we benefited from assessment
data we obtained when students took part in the Houghton Mifflin tests, the N.H. Individual Education
Assessment Program (N.H.I.E.A.P.), and the New Standards test. Our May 1999 N.H.I.E.A.P.
results indicated improvements in our overall median scores. This improvement indicates we continue
to improve in strategically addressing topic areas in our instmction. Over the year, teachers were involved
in developing the S.A.U #19's Integrated Model for the Improvement of Instruction initiative.
In the area

from our

of curriculum, our

district

curriculum.

staff

With

this

Mountain View Partnership again garnered honors with the Blue Medal for Volunteerism. Their
magazine drive continued to support many student programs and teacher grants that really have a
great impact on our student programming. The quarterly schedule of grade level Parent Roundtables
was very successful again this year.

Our sports program grew under the leadership of James Doig, new
to thank

our athletes and coaches for a great

year.

Athletic Director

Student participation

at sports

We would like

events was fantastic!

M.V.M.S. received the Kennedy Center Creative Ticket award for our exemplary
programming. The Artist in Residence program brought the art of mime to our 5'^ grade students
and our music students gave concert performances that were exceptional. Our drama company also
went into high gear with two productions this year.
In the Arts,

arts

Throughout the year, our Safety Program was in place. Students and staff have become
accustomed to monthly drills for building evacuation, natural disaster, and gunfire situations. We
continue to be asked to present our Plan to other schools throughout the state and the region. Jim
Doig, and 5'^ grade teacher David Weilbrenner presented the plan at the New England League of
Middle Schools annual convention.
the year came to a close, we were very grateful for the many special moments during the
At Recognition Ceremony, with the gym full of well wishers, our 8"" grade students cheered as
each team was recognized for their academic accomplishments. Our school community recognized
in a special way the courage of two of our students, Evan Ravanelle, and Shawna Viglione in
overcoming their health challenges. We wish all of our students success and best wishes as they
begin their High School careers!

As

year.

"
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GOFFSTOWN AREA HIGH SCHOOL
TOWN REPORT
Being new to the school this year gave me special challenges in preparing this principal's
town report. From my investigations it appears that the big events of the year revolved around
the development of a new schedule. This brought together a varied group of participants who
visited schools and made recommendations as to the structure of the day.
Another big event was the search and ultimate hiring of me, Mark Roth, as principal of
It is my goal to focus on building a sustainable culture of regard and respect firmly
grounded in traditional behaviors of civility and decorum. This coupled with the considerable
strengths of an existing rigorous academic program makes for a dynamic learning environment

GAHS.

that supports

and advances student learning.

BSLI has been

a vehicle for refonn initiatives. This portion of the report

was

written by

Assistant Principal, Pamela Miller.

The

athletic write-up

was by Assistant

Principal, Francis

McBride.

Best Schools Leadership Initiatives Updates

BSLI-I
Goffstown Area High School is in its second year of a three year Best Schools
on whole school reform that focuses on the following key elements:
Students

who

Excellence

in

summer of

teaching

together.

community members
was the development
bring our practice more in line

1999, a team comprised of teachers, administrators and

attended the Best Schools Leadership Institute in Bartlett,

of 12 goals for

focused

are ready to learn

Technology as an educational tool
High quality learning environments
Strong educational programs
Parents, citizens, educators and business people working
In the

Initiative

GAHS

and a plan for reform

NH. The

initiatives that will

result

with our Statement of Purpose:

"Goffstown Area Higfi Scfiool's mission is to develop impassioned, independent, lifelong
in an ever-ctianging world. We will create and sustain a
safe, respectful learning environment in which all students can achieve their maximum
learners capable of thriving
potential.

The Best Schools goals

are as follows:

.
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GOFFSTOWN AREA HIGH SCHOOL (Cont'd)
Best Schools Goals
1

2.

To promote a culture and climate that embraces and reflects the Statement of Purpose.
To create an equitable, student-centered community of learners where opportunities result
personalized learning

3.

4.

To engage
To engage

at

high level of achievement for

in

all.

parents as an integral part of the educational team.
a continuous

improvement process which promotes professional growth

order to

in

enhance student achievement.
6.

To
To

7.

policies to ensure continuous improvement and enhance student achievement.
To use our physical environment effectively and appropriately, consistent with our Statement of

5.

and community

integrate the school
utilize a

to

enhance student learning.

systemic data-gathering process to assess and evaluate programs, practices and

Purpose.
8.

9.

To create an effective decision-making process honoring the voices of all stakeholders.
To engage in an ongoing review of curriculum and of the delivery of curriculum to make

sure

both are aligned with our Statement of Purpose.
10.

To ensure an educational environment

in

which students develop personal responsibility

for

their learning.
11.

To develop an assessment plan incorporating

a variety of assessment strategies to

improve

student learning.
12.

To engage

In the past year

of teaching methods to ensure learning and improve pedagogy.

in a variety

and a

half,

GAHS has begun to benefit from the vision of the Best Schools Initiative.

•

The use of instructional time has changed to allow for more in depth exploration of curriculum.
The administration functions under a team model to establish consistency across programs and

•

The school community

•

initiatives.
is

working together

to

promote a culture of regard and

respect.

As we've experienced the transformation of our environment, change has become a part of our
The Best Schools Team will be meeting to outline new structure(s) that will support the
continuing development of new initiatives. As always, we welcome your input. Please contact
Pam Miller or Kevin Farley if you would like to become involved.
culture.

BSLI-II
Goffstown Area High School is a part of the SAU #19 BSLl Initiative: the Integrated Model for
Advancing Student Learning. Last summer Mary Singer (English Dept.) and Pam Miller (Asst.
Principal) attended the B. S.L.I. Institute in

school

district.

The work

at

that integrates professional

the

the

summer

Nashua along with teachers and administrators from
institute

the

completed the two-year development of a plan

development, recertification and teacher supervision with a focus on

improvement of student learning

in the

classroom.

The new model allows

teachers
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GOFFSTOWN AREA HIGH SCHOOL (Cont'd)
to design

job-embedded professional development plans

that build

on individual and school/SAU

goals as they relate to student learning. Teacher supervision and recertification are aligned with the

process of successfully completing professional development plans.
in

over the next three years. The

first

group of teachers

The new model

to start the integrated

will

model

is

be phased
currently

writing professional development plans.

Athletics

The

year's highlights include three state championships and the addition of

hockey

to

Goffstown

Area High School.

The Boys' Basketball Team captured another State Title making it back-to-back Championships.
Coach David Michaud was recognized as the Class I Coach of the year. Coach Parent and the
Varsity Boys' Baseball Team continued the winning ways by blitzing through the Class I competition
posting a 2 1- record while taking home the Championship. Coach Parent was also recognized by
his peers as the Class I Baseball Coach of the Year. Keith Potvin, a star left-handed pitcher, was
recognized as the New Hampshire Baseball Player of the Year
1

Jamie Millard, an accomplished junior swimmer, won a

state title

swimming

as the lone

Goffstown

Area High School competitor.

Under

the

immediate care of Mike and Marlene Turcotte, The Friends of Goffstown Hockey

successfully brought hockey to the High School.

The team played

a sub-varsity schedule and

posted a 14-5 record under the tutelage of Coach Marc Noel. The support from the school and the

whole community was amazing. Hockey aficionados had not seen crowds at the West Side Arena
like those the team consistently drew for many years. It is worth noting that the crowds for the
Championship games numbered in the thousands.
Athletics in Goffstown are continuing to

grow and

thrive.

Dedicated parents, student-athletes, and

coaches are constantly raising the bar The main challenge facing the community
foster the

varsity wrestling,

and sub-varsity football were dreams

Respectfully submitted.

Mark Roth
Principal

is

how we can

growth of venues for our children. The close of the year ends an era where varsity hockey,
for the future.
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DUNBARTON PUBLIC KINDERGARTEN
On March

1

Dunbarton Community Members voted

1, 2()()().

Funds made available by the

state

of

New

to take

advantage of the Kindergarten

Hampshire and adopt public kindergarten. The town

made a commitment to its youth, while maintaining a responsible tax rate. Kindergarten Committee
Members Delanie Brennan, Charles Gaides. Debbie Jore, Carol Kilmister, Betty Ann Noyes, Jeff
Trexler. Deb Trottier, and Phil Walker worked diligently to assure quality programming at a reasonable
cost. Upon successful completion of their task, the Dunbarton School Board discharged the
Kindergarten Planning Committee after the March vote and a Building Committee was then
established to carry forward the construction portion of the program.

On

the

first

day of school

33 five-year olds began public kindergarten

this year,

at the

Dunbarton

Elementary School. Kindergarten Teacher, Roger Blazon spent many long hours over the summer
preparing the kindergarten classroom, materials, curriculum, and activities, to provide his students

with the best learning opportunities possible. Mr. Blazon welcomed each parent and child to be

him

partners with

in

defining an approach to learning that best meets the need of each child.

purpose of the program

Also present on the

is

first

to better prepare children to enter first

day of school

to

welcome

The

grade ready to learn.

the children and cut the ribbon to

Dunbarton Public Kindergarten Program was Governor Jeanne Shaheen,

open the new

New Hampshire Department

of Education Consultant Helen Schotanus, along with Dunbarton School Board Members, teachers,
parents. Kindergarten

commemorated
It is

an important day

needs of children

Start

Committee Members, and community members. This ceremony

the significance of public kindergarten for the children in the

in

in the history

Dunbarton Community.

of the school and another step toward better serving the educational

Dunbarton.

up costs for kindergarten were off

set

by State Funds of $750 per student or $24,650 and a

Kindergarten Construction Grant of $129,000. Construction will begin this spring on the

classroom

to

accommodate

Seventy-five percent of

all

capital costs such as

fees, are all part of the costs
is

made during

start

up costs

felt that
its

it

was

equipment, furniture, architectural and engineering

covered by the Kindergarten Construction Grant. Construction payment

the first year of the kindergarten implementation and building project. Per student
year. The Committee and the School Board
make known to the community the benefits of kindergarten to
the community that they take advantage of the considerable funding

will continue for the

2001-2002 school

their responsibility to

children and

new

the needs of the school as a result of kindergarten implementation.

recommended

available to the town.

to

.
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ENRICHMENT (GIFTED & TALENTED) PROGRAM
At the March School

District

Meeting of 2000 the School Board was especially pleased

new program

the voters approved the funding for the inception of a

commence

in

September

2000— namely,

the salary for a half/time teacher,

the Enrichment

mandatory

(G

in

& T) Program.

benefits, supplies

that

our Elementary School to

The funding included

and equipment.

Considerable time and effort were spent in deciding on a program to offer within the school.

much

After

thought, deliberation, consideration of the public's input, and the careful review of

several alternatives submitted to the Board the decision

was made

to

recommend one

that

would

bring .something to all students in the school as well as providing challenges to the learner.

Simultaneously the search was on for a

staff

person to

di.scovered that the right person with the right experience
fill

this position as a half/time

Gaides suggested a

30%

full

who

one also compounded the

issue.

to

position.

When

our principal, Mr. Chuck

we

received a

at

20%

number of good

and

activities

who

loves library work.

at

time, coupled with an original and cleverly

responses.

We

then hired Karen

has had considerable across the board elementary school teaching experience,

music

was soon

It

impossible to find. Trying to

time position instead which would include our vacant library opening

time and the classroom music opening

written ad for the job

fulfill this

was next

She also

is

is

Landsman

involved

in

an extremely innovative individual with

bundles of ideas.

Karen began work
date, late January, the

in

October of 2000 and has delved

Board

is

right into all three responsibilities.

To

pleased to report the following:

She has become familiar with all of the students who attend the Elementary School.
Each class now has 45 minutes of music per week within their classroom. The focus has
been on rhythm/note/choral ideas and staging. Much of this was relevant to the Holiday Concert
presented in December. The 6"' grade classes took leadership roles in the planning of the program
1

2.

for the

Holiday Concert.
3.

Each

class visits the library

taught and there

is

now

for

20

to

30 minutes per week. Library

time also for the reading of a story.

A

skills are

being

bibliography for each classes' project has

been developed. Circulation of books has increased about 3 times that of a year ago. There are also
about 150 passes to the library issued each week
4.

A World Cultures curriculum

have been taken
5.

.i.e.

- The Worid Symposium

As an opportunity

Monday. There

is

1

for grade

at this time.

has been integrated into
in

for every student,

POW,

Kdg. through grade 3 and

first

correct answer pulled out of the

classes and relevant field trips

(Problem of the Week)
1

is

given out every

Answers may (do
same. The person who

for grades 4 through 6.

not have to) be submitted on a designated day in a special box

submits the

all

Boston.

left

box receives a

out for

free Carton of Popcorn.

6. For 6"" Grade students a Volunteer Program has been organized. The children shelve
books and thereby see and become familiar with the Dewey Decimal System.
7.

A

special

program has been

started

where anybody can donate a book

to the library

on

Town
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ENRICHMENT (GIFTED & TALENTED) PROGRAM
their birthday or

over

many
9.

10.

some

other special occasion.

"Hot Files" have been

8.

The book

will

be annotated with their name.

the library as a resource.

These

files

have been gathered

number of subjects.

years and offer a wealth of information on a myriad

The Odyssey of the Mind has become Destination Imagination and been
Out of School Contests offered

students. Contact with those

who

Challenge 24 (offered

11.

left in

in

are offering

in the

reactivated.

Mathematics and Reading are now accessible

them

is

now

Concord Monitor)

given every week to those

is

to

our

arranged.

who wish

to

participate.
12.

Kdg. through Grade 3 students had the opportunity

which were displayed

at

school and

13.

Weekly learning plans

14.

It is

planned

It is

hoped

15.

16.

we might comment

are developed for those

to include the Junior

to initiate

to outfit

that they

Gingerbread

were pretty

who need expanded

Great Books Program

cutouts

curricula.

in .school.

"KAP'S", (Kids Action Program) which deals with

Resources are provided for individual youngsters

man

terrific.

who need

science.

additional challenge.

Mrs. Landsman meets with Becky Mann, the enrichment teacher from Bow, on a regular
basis.

Karen also plans

to attend

an Enrichment Workshop

in

Massachusetts

in February.

It is certainly easy to see that the new program has been launched and has many outreaches.
The Board was anxious for the townspeople to have a report on its progress to date. Much work has
been done in four months and much more remains to be done. New and relatively virgin territory is

being explored

it

truly

is

a challenge.

John Herlihy, Chair
Michael Lessard, Vice-Chair
Betty

Ann Noyes

Kenneth Swayze
Jeff Trexler
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DUNBARTON ELEMENTARY SCHOOL
HEALTH REPORT 1999-2000
The school year began with an immunization

audit of all

new

(curvature of the spine)

was completed

for the 5""

screenings were referred for further evaluation.
the spring for

all fifth

and

6"'

Measles,

and sixth grade students needing

into the seventh grade.
year.

A

Annual student screenings

students.

were done which included height, weight, vision and hearing on

all

students. Scoliosis screenings

Students not passing any

graders.

Mumps, Rubella

this booster

Clinic

was held

in

immunization for entrance

Pediculosis (head lice) checks were done periodically throughout the

Detected cases were successfully treated.

Health and Safety Education lessons were taught

at

varying grade levels on Illness Prevention

and Hand Washing; Nutrition; Dental Health; Puberty Education; School Bus, Pedestrian, Bicycle,

Gun Safety. The DARE program was presented
Merrimack County Sheriff's Department.

Automobile, Fire and

Montray of

the

Once again

the Health Office

health counseling. Another

was very busy with over 2500

2000

visits

for a total of 23.75 hours per week.

First

I

30'-'

2001 should

call the

students.

Christine B. Large,

RN, BSN

6'''

grade by Officer

visits for illness, injury,

and individual

were for medication administration. The office was open

served on both the Crisis

grade registration was held in April.

Septerriber

to the

Team and

Parents of any child

school to be sure he/she

is

who

the Safety

Committee.

will be six years old

included on our

list

by

of incoming

102
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DUNBARTON SCHOOL DISTRICT REVENUES
General and Special Revenue Funds

.
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DUNBARTON SCHOOL DISTRICT WARRANT
Election of Officers

2001

THE STATE OF NEW HAMPSHIRE

To

the Inhabitants of the School District in the

Town of Dunbarton

qualified to vote in District affairs:

YOU ARE HEREBY NOTIFIED TO MEET AT THE DUNBARTON COMMUNITY CENTER IN
DUNBARTON ELEMENTARY SCHOOL IN SAID DISTRICT ON TUESDAY THE THIRTEENTH DAY
OF MARCH 2001, AT EIGHT O'CLOCK IN THE MORNING (8:00 AM) TO CAST BALLOTS FROM
THAT HOUR OF SAID DAY UNTIL AT LEAST SEVEN O'CLOCK IN THE EVENING (7:00 P.M.) FOR
THE FOLLOWING OFFICERS:
1

2.

To choose one member of the School Board

for the ensuing three years.

To choose one member of the School Board

for the ensuing three years.

GIVEN UNDER OUR HANDS AT SAID DUNBARTON THIS NINTH DAY OF FEBRUARY

John Herlihy, Chair
Michael Lessard, Vice-Chair
Betty

Ann Noyes

Kenneth Swayze
Jeffrey Trexler

SCHOOL BOARD

2001

.

.
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DUNBARTON SCHOOL DISTRICT WARRANT
2001

THE STATE OF NEW HAMPSHIRE
To

the Inhabitants of the School District in the

Town

of Dunbarton quahfied to vote

in District affairs:

YOU ARE HEREBY NOTIFIED TO MEET AT THE DUNBARTON
COMMUNITY CENTER AT DUNBARTON ELEMENTARY SCHOOL IN
SAID DISTRICT ON SATURDAY, THE TENTH DAY OF MARCH 2001. AT
2:00 PM IN THE AFTERNOON TO ACT UPON THE FOLLOWING
SUBJECTS:
1

To determine and appoint the

salaries of the

School Board and Truant Officer and

of any other officer or agent of the District, or to take any other action

2.

To hear

fix the

compensation

in relation thereto.

the reports of Agents. Auditors. Officers or

Planning Committee's Report regarding the potential withdrawal from

Committees of

SAU

the District, inclusive of the

#19, or to take any other action related

thereto.

3.
To see if the District will vote to raise and appropriate THREE MILLION TWO HUNDRED FIFTYSEVEN THOUSAND SEVEN HUNDRED TWENTY-SEVEN DOLLARS ($3,257,727.00) for the support of schools,

for the

payment of

salaries for

School District

officials

and agents, and for the payment of statutory and contractual

obligations of the District, or to take any other action in relation thereto. Note: This warrant article (Operating Budget)

does not include appropriations

4.

To

in

ANY other warrant articles.

transact any other business that

may come

(The School Board recommends

this article.)

before said meeting.

GIVEN UNDER OUR HANDS AT SAID DUNBARTON THIS NINTH DAY OF FEBRUARY
John Herlihy, Chair
Michael Lessard, Vice-Chair
Betty

Ann Noyes

Kenneth Swayze
Jeffrey Trexler

SCHOOL BOARD

2001
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SCHOOL ADMINISTRATIVE UNIT #19
Adopted Budget

Fiscal Year 2001

-

2002

Expenditures:

Function

Description

2313
2318

Treasurer

2317

Audit Services

2321

Supervision Superintendent's Office

581,890
287,288

500

Legal Services

10,000

2,200

2331

Special Area Administrative Services

2521

Fiscal

2600
2830
3000

Building Services

51,549

Personnel Services

46,477

&

Bookkeeping Services

192,274

385,000

Transfer Federal Projects

Gross Budget Total

1,557,178

Less Estimated Revenues:

Federal Grants

Fund Balance

Amount

to

385,000

@

June 30, 2000

119,791

be Assessed to School Districts

Apportionment of Assessment by

District for Fiscal

1,052,387

Year 2001

-

2002

2000-2001
of Assessment

District

9.30%
73.70%
17.00%
100.00%

Dunbarton

Goffstown

New

Boston

Adopted: December

7,

2000

Assessment
97,872

775,609
178,906
1,052,387

5
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DUNBARTON SCHOOL DISTRICT
Proposed Budget Summary
Fiscal Year 2001 - 2002
Proposed
Actual

Expenditures

Approved
Budget

FY 00-01

Expenditures:

School Board

FY

Budget
01 - 02

Operating Budget
Function
1000 Instruction
1100

1200
1270
1400

2000
2112
2120
2130
2140
2150
2190
2200
2210
2212
2213
2222
2224
2300
2311

2312
2313
2314
2317
2318
2321

2400
2410
2490
2600
2620
2630
2640
2700
2721

2722
2790
5100
5110
5120
3100
3100
1100
1100

Regular Programs
Special Education Programs
Enrichment Program
CoCurricular Activities
Support Services

1.286.461.39

,712.446

1,720,68

332,224.40
0.00
783.06

432.194
25,614

419,546
26,095

1,200

1,700

0.00

10

Truant Officer
Guidance Services

10

18,411

19,491

22.033.51

6,626.89

26,422
4,900

5.67

35.221

36,420.86

37,195

35,022
3,000
38,604
76,752

Health Services

16,833.93

Psychological Services

Speech Pathology & Audiology
Other Support - Pupil Services

3

.7

1

1

Instructional

Improvement of

0.00
355.78

Instruction

Curriculum Development

2,487.67

Instructional Training

TV

39,143
50

11.008.86

9,578

11,478

0.00

400

2 5.30

665
900

215
615
908

1

1,192.65

2,450.00
657.52
95.410.00

Audit Services"
Legal Fees

SAU

200
1,250
10,200

50

30.168.73
0.00

Information Center

Educational

General Administration
School Board
Census
Board Treasurer
District Meeting

200
1,250
8,200
35,300

Services

1

,950

4.000
94,7

1

2,150
6,500
97,872

School Administration
Office of the Principal

Maintenance Grounds
Operating Equipment
Pupil Transportation
Regular Transportation
Special Needs Transportation

108,747

00.00

100

92.068.57

111,988

1

1

1

Field Trip Transportation

Debt Service
Bond Principal
Bond Interest

.870.43

1

Other Support - Services
Building and Grounds Services
Building Operations

118,902
451

0.00

2

7.166.02

1.600

1,600

7.69

119,736

60,020.74

86,586

123,300
122,848

1

1

1

1

117,024
150

.9

1

,736.7

1

2,000

2,520

56,400

65,472.00

56,661

156,400
47,785

40,429.00

43,900

45,000

700.00

2.000

2,000

3,140,541

3,249,465

56,400.00

1

Food Service Fund
Food Service Budget
Special Revenue Programs
Title

Grants

Total Operating Budget

-

Warrant
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DEBT SERVICE SCHEDULE INFORMATION
During the

tlscal

year July

On

1

,

1999

to

June 30, 2000, two bond payments were made to the

New

Hampshire

amount of $89,602.50 was made. Payment
number23intheamountof$22,278.75 was made on January 12,2000. In fiscal year July I, 2000 to June 30, 2001,
payment number 24 for $87,278.75 was made on July 13, 2000 and payment number 25 for $19,922.50 was made on
January
200
This bond will be completed with payment number 40 in the amount of $67,55 .25 on July 5,
Municipal Bond Bank.

1 1

,

1

July

1,

1999 payment number 22

in the

1

.

1

2008.

On July
to June 30, 2000, two bond payments were made to Citizens Bank.
amount of $101,728.19 was made and on December 10, 1999 payment number 4
in the amount of $8,262.56 was made. In fiscal year July 3, 2000 to June 30, 2001 two bond payments are scheduled
and have been paid. On July
2000 payment number 5 in the amount of $99,662.56 was made and on December
29, 2000 payment number 6 in the amount of $6,219.88 was made. This bond will be completed on July 1, 2003
During the

1.

fiscal

year July

1999 payment number 3

1,

1999

in the

1 ,

with a final payment of $93,465.64.

Town
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REPORT OF THE SAU WITHDRAWAL COMMITTEE
At the March 2000 meeting of the Dunbarton School District, voters approved an article to study the
feasibility and to make recommendations regarding withdrawing from Supervisory Administrative Unit

(SAU) #19.
The scope of the Study was
from

schools for grades 7 through

The

- the potential withdrawal of Dunbarton
Agreement under which Dunbarton students attend Goffstown
The A.R.E.A. Agreement is not affected by Dunbarton's SAU affiliation.

limited to the Committee's charge

SAU #19, and not to the A.R.E.A.
1

2.

early committee meetings were devoted understanding the purpose and responsibilities of SAU's
duties mean in terms of routine and special
on a very practical level, what

SAU

as required by law, and

and relationships between SAU staff and local School
Boards and school staff. The Committee reviewed studies prepared by other New Hampshire School
from
an
SAU.
withdrawal
considered
Districts who

activities,

SAU

staff roles

and

responsibilities,

SAU duties in Accounting and Finance, Personnel Administration,
Administrative Services related to Pupil Education, Compliance with State and Federal Laws including
Special Education. Based on this analysis the Committee was able to develop staffing plans and budgets

The Committee examined

for an independent

SAU.

SAU is approximately $75,000
SAU #19. All staffing patterns showed similar costs. The impact
on the tax rate of a $75,000 increase in the SAU budget would be an increase of approximately fifty-six
cents per thousand ($0.56 per $1,000). The current tax rate impact of SAU #19 is approximately

The estimated annual

cost impact of operating a new, independent

greater than our current allocation to

seventy cents per thousand ($0.70 per $1,000).

The Committee
Dunbarton.

also sought to find out

Inquiries to

if

other

SAUs were

interested in discussing a joint

Bow, Hopkinton, and Concord and New Boston yielded no
them for SAU services.

SAU

with

interest at the

present time by these towns to joining with

The Committee recommends:
1.
The Committee recommends

that

Dunbarton School

District

remain with

SAU

#19

at the

present

time.
2.

also recommends that the School District appoint a Committee, or continue the
current Committee, to study the current conditions and the future of the A.R.E.A. Agreement, and

The Committee
to

make

a report to the 2002 School District Meeting.

Respectfully submitted,

Michael Malloy
Dan Troy
Gail Martel

Fred Renter
Daniel Gobin

Ann Noyes - Dunbarton School Board
Ken Swayze - Dunbarton School Board
Dr. Darrell Lockwood - Superintendent, SAU #

Betty

19 (non-voting)
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BUILDING COMMITTEE REPORT
At the March, 2000 annual school
implementation of kindergarten
for construction of a

at

district

meeting, the voters approved a warrant article calling for

Dunbarton Elementary School. The warrant

new one classroom

article also called

addition by September 2001 to compensate for the existing

classroom to be occupied by the kindergarten program. The Dunbarton School Board appointed a
Building Committee to oversee the design and construction of this addition

in a

manner

similar to

recent construction projects at Dunbarton Elementary School.

The Building Committee is following the plan and budget set forth by the Kindergarten Planning
Committee. The one classroom addition will be constructed on the end of the 1998 addition that
faces the playground.

same

interior

It

will be

used as a regular education (Grades 1-6) classroom and have the

and exterior appearance as the 1998 addition. The project

will include an extension

of the center corridor and preparations for a potential future classroom across the
After contacting several design firms, the Building Committee

agreed to engage Dennis Mires, P.A.

(DMPA)

hall.

recommended and the School Board

to provide architectural

design services for the addition. Having designed the 1998 addition,

and

electrical engineering

DMPA was determined to be

the most qualified firm for this project and their design fees were well under the budgeted amount.
Site engineering, mechanical engineering

donated by licensed design professionals

and structural engineering design services are
in the

all

being

community.

Considering the safety of our elementary school children, the Committee recommended and the

Board agreed

to accelerate the schedule

construction during the 2000

by completing nearly

summer vacation.

Site engineering

all

the earthwork and foundation

and foundation design documents

were prepared and bid on by qualified subcontractors. Excavation, concrete foundation installation,
backfilling, rough grading, relocating the paved fire road, and moving playground equipment was
all completed by the start of school in September. With the Board's approval, sitework was expanded
to include nine

new employee parking spaces

from the parking area

to the south entry.

beside the 1998 addition and a

new paved walkway

Construction costs to date, including the extra sitework,

are under budget.

The Committee looks forward to completing the design process this winter, hiring a construction
manager or general contractor, and resuming construction in the spring. The proposed addition will
be ready for the

start

of school in September 2001.

Respectfully submitted by the Dunbarton School District Building Committee

Dan Dal Pra - Chair
Chuck Gaides
Bob Jennings
Mike Lessard
Jeff Trexler

:
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DUMBARTON SCHOOL DISTRICT
OONBARTON ELEMEhTTARY SCHOCH.
FiKalYMf 2001- 2002

F

Actual Expenditures

ACCOUNT NUMBER

REGULAR EDUCATION
101

rr 99 - 00

Proposed School
Board Budget

FY 01-02

Town
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DUMBARTON SCHOOL DISTRICT
DUNBARTON ELEMENTARY SCHOOL
2fl(P ProeoMd Budoel WaHihMl

Fuel YMf 2001

-

Actual Expenditures

Approved
Budget

FY 00-01

FY 99 00
-

Proposed School
Board Budget

FY 01-02

SPED Dunbarton Travel
SPED Middle Travel
SPED GHS Travel
00 601
IE

602
602

16

Workbooksaests
Dunbarton Computer Supplies
Middle Computer Supplies
GHS Computer Supplies

0.00

0.00

1200

16

602

101

1200

00

610

204

1200

00

610

305

1200

00

610

101

1200

204

1200

00 641
00 730

101

1200

00

733

Add'l Furniture

101

1200

00

734

305

1200

00

734

1200

00

738

Dunbarton Add'l Equip
HS New Computer Equipment
Replacement Equipment

1200

00

801

Software

0.00

00

801

Middle Software

0.00

00

801

HS

0.00

SPED Dunbarton Supplies
SPED Middle Supplies
SPED HS Supplies
Books

ENRICHMENT (G»T) PROGRAM
101

661.28
0.00

0.00
0.00

Middle Add'l Equip

Software

TOTAL

21

000

JOS

1200

0.00
0.00

2,474.73

1,000

0.00

5,000

0.00

1
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DUMBARTON SCHOOL DISTRICT
DUMBARTON ELEMEhTTARY SCHOOL
Final Y«af 2001 -ZOOZProflOMdBuflgBlWulgnwt

Actual Expenditures

ACCOUNT NUMBER
2130

FY 99 - 00

Approved
Budget

FY 00-01

Proposed School
Board Budget

FY 01-02
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DUNBARTON SCHOOL DISTRICT
Fitca

DUMBARTON ELEMENTARY SCHOOL
YMr 2001 2QQ2 PropoMd BudoBl WMUltWBl
-

Actual Expenditures

ACCOUNT NUMBER

INFORMATION CENTER
21

FY 99 - 00

Approved
Budget

FY

00-01

Proposed School
Board Budget

FY 01-02

Town
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DUNBARTON SCHOOL DISTRICT
Ricai

DUMBARTON ELEMENTARY SCHCXX
YMf 2001 ?0O? Prooosea BmK»l WwUlhMl
-

Actual Expenditures

FY 99 -00

AUDIT SERVICES

LEGAL FEES
21

101

2318

302

Legal Fees

TOTAL 2318

SAU SERVICES
21

101

2321

00 311

SAU«19

TOTAL

SAU

2321

Study Committee

OFFICE OF THE PRINCIPAL SERVICES
21

Approved
Budget

FY 00-01

Proposed School
Board Budget

FY 01-02

Town
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DUMBARTON SCHOOL DISTRICT
DUNBARTON EL£MENTARY SCHOOL
PnxxngdBuaaBlWoimnwl

Flic«IY«af 2001- 2002

ACCOUNT NUMBER

Town
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DUNBARTON SCHOOL DISTRICT
FjKal

DONBARTON ELEMENTARY SCHOOL
YMf 2001 2002 PniaoaBfl Budacl WnnahMI
-

Actual Expenditures

FY 99 -00

SCHOOL LUNCH PROGRAM
101

3100

00 630

Food Svc Budget

TOTAL 3100

CAPITAL PROJECTS
Capital Project

4000

TOTAL 4000

SPECIAL REVENUE FUND
22

101

TOTAL

1100

00 800

Title

Grants

54.93200

Approved
Budget

FY

00-01

Proposed School
Board Budget

FY 01-02

Town
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GENERAL INFORMATION
Dunbarton as we know
No.

6.

It

it

was re-granted

today was
in

1735

first

granted by the General Court of Massachusettts

Samuel Gorham of Plymouth, England) but
petitioned the

surveyed and

Masonian Proprietors
laid out into lots

who

to soldiers

in

fought

that grant

in the

was

in

1733, as Narragansett

it

this territory

was called Starkstown. Permanent settlement did not commence

1752. This Township was incorporated on August 10, 1765 by then Governor Benning Wentworth and

Dunbarton

after

Dunbarton

is

north.

Bow and

From 1765

Dumbarton Scotland where many of the

located in

until

until

named

original settlers originated.

Merrimack County, bounded by Goffstown

Hooksett to the

to the south,

Weare

to the west,

Hopkinton

to the

east.

1822 when the town of Hooksett was incorporated, the bounds of Dunbarton went

to the

Merrimack River.
Dunbarton

has:

Five ponds,

all

with public access:

Gorham Pond,

102.6 acres

Kimball Pond, 37.2 acres

Long Pond,

32.1 acres

Purgatory Pond,
Stark Pond,

Three town cemeteries (Center, pages

1

8.6 acres

10.8 acres

Comer and

East) and one private

cemetery (Stark).

69 Miles of road
19,560 acres, 31.4 square miles which include:

318 acres of conservation property

275 acres of conservation easement
925 acres of Kuncanowet Town Forest property
482 (approximate) acres of Town Forest
and

1

1

87+

acres of federal land.

Population of approximately 2 50
1

The

elevation above sea level for the

Dunbarton

line

on Route #13

Hours of Town Office

Town

Hall

is

830', the top of Mills Hill (the highest point) 925", the

(the lowest point) 350'.

are:

pm

Thursday 7:00

Selectmen Meeting

Daytime Office Hrs.

Tax Collector

Monday

pm

to 5

pm

pm

to

Thursday 6:00

Town

Wednesday 9:00 am

Clerk

pm

Thursday 5:30
Friday 9:00

am

to

9:00
to 12

to
1

am

9:00

to

pm

Transfer Station **

is

required, available from the

Office and the Selectmen's Office.

to

4:00

pm
774-3547

noon

pm

2 noon

pm
Thursday 7:00 pm to 9:00 pm
Wednesday 4:00 pm to 8:00 pm
Saturday 8:00 am to 4:00 pm
Monday 8:30 am

Building Inspector

**A permit

774-3541

thru Friday 8:30

Tue.sday 3

(not

relinquished. In 1748 a group headed by Archibald Stark

Portsmouth for a grant of land and received permission to have

and ranges;

Gorham

French and Indian War under Capt. John

774-3547

4:00

Town

Clerk's

774-3547

774-7090

Bow-

Town
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GENERAL INFORMATION
The Planning Board meets

the third

Wednesday of the month. The Zoning Board meets

month, as required. Call the Selectmen for further information.

The School Board meets
Library Hours:

the first

Wednesday of the month

at the school.

the

second

Monday

of the

Office of Selectmen
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